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IITiDDUGTIOH 
Wltliia tile past twenty years the u8e of Qommeroial fer­
tilizer In Iowa has inereasefi rapidly. From 9,000 tons of 
fertilizer in 1938 the use increased to 336,000 tons in 
1950.^ Despit© this increase in the use of fertilizer it 
has been estimated that under favorable economic conditions, 
it would be profitable for farmers to increast nitrogen use 
600 percent, phosphoric acid 550 percent and potash 710 per­
cent, over the 1950 leftl of use.^ Assuming the same average 
analysis fertilizer Ux«3ea in 1950, the fertilizer use would 
aiHount to 2,000,000 tons. Fertilizer use had increased to 
only 600,000 tons by 1983.^ 
The importance of fertilizer is illustrated by viewing 
the increase in production estimated to bt attainable in the 
period 19&0-&5 under assunptions of toown technology, average 
weather conditions and continued favorable price conditions.'^ 
Fertilizer could account for 30 percent of the potential 
^lowa Agricultural Experiment Station and Iowa Agricul­
tural Extension Service. An appraisal of agricultural pro­
ductive capacity in Iovm» November, 1951. Unpublished 
report, p. 19. 
%bid.. . . 
^Estimate obtained from unpublished data used for this 
investigation. 
%owa Agricultural Experiment Station, ££. cit.. p. 9. 
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increase in yield of oats, 52 percent of the potential in« 
creas©' in yield of oorn, ?8 pereent of the potential Increase 
in yield of barley, and 3? pareeat of the potential increase 
in yield of hay &M rotation pastmr©. 
fhe potential increases in fertilizer use eouM be 
aecomplished in two ways: Cl) by mor® fariiers including fer­
tilizer in their fara plans, anS (2) by farmers increasing 
the rates of application or extending fertiliser use to un- . 
fertilized acres. A cursory iwrestigation suggests that 
there are impediments, eoonomle and otherwiise, to obtaining 
thesf increases in the use of fertilizer.. Consequently, 
this study is focused on otrtain agpeets of the problem of 
fertilizer application to which restarch in lo^it- has not 
been directed heretofore. 
Stateaent of th® frobleii • '.. 
If significant lno.rea.ses are to take pl.ace. in fertilizer 
use to isiproY® efficiency the fuestion needs to be faced: 
what factors, economic or othe.rwise, will operate to bring 
new farmers into the fertilizer aarket and to cause present 
users to increase fertilizer uset^ Conversely, what are the 
obstacles, economio or institutional to 'initiation and inten­
sification of fertiliaer usef 
fhe use of fertilizer as a resource must be woven into 
3 
til®' mtXre far® plan, fh© returns froii fertilizer must be 
compared to returns from using ©le same funds ©Isewher® liEi 
the tousinees If the optlmua use of.resources It to be accom­
plished on a gl"e'©n fam. This li^lies that unlesi condltloni 
on each farm are the same, th© optimum amount of fertilizer 
for ©aoh farm will differ. It Is concel'^able that non-
optliaum aiiounts of fertilizer have been us®d by farmers 
because recoiffiBendatloBs have b®@a based mainly on soil char­
acteristics aad response quantltl©®This weateess in the 
reoomifleridatlons is recoghlzed by sooe researchers. Henc®, 
some informatioii showing returas to fertilizer expendltur# " 
for different rates of application is .now being disseffiinated.® 
Etcoamendatiofi® conveyed by this inforaatio'ii are,, however, • 
still based upon a rather partial apAlysis in thkt they do 
not encompass all . the vari&blts which, might b« relevant to . 
the optlmus rates of fertilizer application. 
In order to better understarid farmers' dtcisions In th© 
U8# of fertilizer, data are required which will show what 
variables affect farneri' decisions and the manner in which 
these variables afftct farmers* decisions. One© these rela-
H. Meldrum and others. Suid© to fertilizer use. 
Iowa State College. Agr. Ext. Se'rvlc.©. pamphlet 193. 
March, 19S3. 
%phn. P®s@ii and Lloyd Dumenll. How much fertilizer 
pays? Iowa farm Science 7, no. 10:3-6. April,. 1953. 
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tloiisiilpi are quantltlefi, they can b© ustS as aids In ferti­
lizer reooBiffieiiaatlons to meet the farm management plan of a 
particular farm. A greater understanding of these forees 
might also lead to greater use of f©rtllizer and more effi­
cient farming. 
Review of Litereturt 
fhe use which a faraier should aake of fertilizer is 
determined in the same way as a dtaislon on th© us® of any • 
other single resource, the quantitj' of a. resource which 
should be applied in the organization of a fam biisinass 
depends on its cost relative to th© iralu© of tti« iwadltional'. 
product resulting froa its us© and the return from th# same,, 
investment in alt©rnatlv.® opportunities ,eli«¥h0r&. In the 
case of a reeource such as fertilizer* expectations ar® 
particularly iHiportaat since the.,decision of how much, to us# 
profitably is dependent upon th© expected response relative 
to expected costs and returns ©xpeoted from alternatives. 
There have not been many studies don® on the us@ of fer-
tlliztr, per s®.. especially 4'roii ari economic viewpoint. In 
a regional bulletin^ published by the University of Wisconsin 
^Horth Ctntral Far® Manageraent Research Coaifflittee. Prof­
itable us® of fertilizer in th© midwest. Uiilversity of Wis­
consin, Madison. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 508. 1955. 
§ 
In 19&5 the problems of.profitable use of fertilizer were 
discussed in general termi- Soae of the problems included 
were*. CD praoticabl© application of fertilizer, (E) joint 
decisions of tenant and laMlori, {3) • uncertainty o.f growing 
coaditioris, (4) uncertainty of price situations, and (5) 
eoonomlo interpretations. It was itressed that more research 
and accumulation of data ar© needed to facilitate increased 
use of fertiliser.; use that inereases efficiency of produc­
tion by profitable use of f©rtlll.ser. 
rItaSy and others^ recently published a study designed 
to allow eetlaietlon of fertiliztr crop production surfaces.,.,. 
Economic optima in l,e¥el of fertilisation wer© ipecifled,. 
This invtstigation, a® stated in th@ study, diC not hsTe 
information on ttie variability of yield respons©' frois'f sar ;to 
year sliioe the data were obtained fro a agronoiiic ©xperlments 
for only one yeer. 
.Anderson^ has iwestigated the .exttnt of use of ferti­
lizer, problesi in use of fertilizer, characteristics asso­
ciated with fertilizer us© and non-us©,, and informational 
sources important in the acceptance and us© of fertilizer. 
^Earl 0. Heady and others. Crop response and economic 
optima in fertilizer use. Iowa State College. Agr. Exp. 
Sta- Hesearch Bui. 424. March, 1955. 
%lar¥ln A* Anderson. Factors affecting acceptance and 
use of fertilizer on Iowa farass. Unpublished Ph.D. fhesi®. 
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 19S5. 
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Fertilizer users were oharfiicterlzed generally as having more 
capital and. a larger farm, haflng had the benefit of more 
years of education, toeing somewhat younger and having had 
fewsr years of farming ©xperieftce thaa non-users. 
Hlldredesoribed oertain aspects of capital invest-
fflent deaislofis by farmers- Ftrtilizer capital investment was 
found to be closely related to capital^ liquid assets and. 
acres operated. Farmers itppearefi to have internal oapltal 
rationing mainly beeause of their eoneera about uncertainty. 
Some studies hsvi also been made on price and yield 
p 
expectations and their liaportanc® in decision laa&ing. Ball"' 
investigated the expectations of farmers. It was concluded 
that farmers aiay have definite expeotatlsas of ^ TObablliti?;'? 
of prices, also that some individuals were better able.to . 
deal 'with uncertainty than others. This finding would Indl-: 
cate that farmers-may rationally vary resourct Inputs accord-' 
ing to the aceuraeles of their ©xpectations or, in other, 
words, according to the uno®rtalnty of their expeetatlons. 
% laldor and leady obstrvad that farmers discount heavily 
Poland,J. Hlldreth. Farmer®' Investment decisions in 
relation to time and uncertainty. Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis. 
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 1954-
P Gordon Ball. Expectations in the agricultural firm. 
Unpublished M.S. Thesis. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College 
Library. 1950-
%onald R. Kaldor and Earl 0. Heady. An exploratory 
study of expectations, uncertainty and farm plans in eouthern 
Iowa agriculture. Iowa State College. Agr. Exp. Sta. Re* 
search Bui. 408. April, 1954. 
? 
for price uncertainty In the pro4uotion of hogs. , Producers 
felt a good deal of uncertainty in their forecasts of prices 
of corn and hogs. Price changes were found to h© fourth in 
importance in short-terra changeg In crop plans. Price-cost 
considerations were laor© liaportant in explaining changes and 
planned changes in llvestocis: than In crops. 
Broi(inlee and Gainer^ explored th© nature snd degree of 
uncertainty attached to particular price eM yield sntiolpa-
tlons and the ways in which thes® anticipations were related 
to production plans froa a sample of Iowa farmers. They 
could not asotrtain from the interviews whether a very high 
percentage of the intervlswtes had ever foraiulated th® price 
©xpectations in terms of probabilities; however, they did 
©'&t'Eln mmmm to their questions. Littl© evidence was found 
to indicates flexibility in changing plans in response to 
anticipated prlc® changes. 
In a study of dairy farms In Indiana, Wllllsas^ found 
that producers of milk formulate and consider price expecta­
tions in mafcing production plans, but thes© expectations 
were given littl# weight by the farmers. This finding does 
^0. H. Brovnlee and Walter Gainer. Farmers price antici­
pations and the role of uncertainty in farm planning. Jour­
nal of Farm Economic® 31> no. E;266-E?5. May, 1949. 
%. F. Williams. An empirical study of price expecta­
tions end production plans. Journal of Faria Economics '5S>i 
35&-370. August, 1953. 
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ttot seeiB too strange to the author when ope considers th© 
type of enterprise Williams was InfestIgating. 
Object lire® of the Study 
This study was undertafcea as a preliminary ln¥estigation 
of factors affecting farmers' me of fertiliser in fhe 
study is therefore exploratory in natur©. The central objec* 
ti^^ei of the study are to determine the factors which influ­
ence fertilizer us® on Iowa farms, to estimate the In^ortanc© 
of these factors, and to ©xamln© some of the factors, that 
influence the ubb of ftrtillzer. 
Specifically the objeeti'S'eg of this study are: 
il) to determine ?ariabl#s related to the ataount of fer­
tiliser use and to'obtain estimates of their Quanti­
tative relationships. 
(2) To determine how far fsrmers consider themselves to 
b@ from th@ optimum level of fertilizer use, the 
variables related to this "difference*' and to obtain 
estlisiates of their quantitatlv® relationships. 
(3) fo determln© variables related to the proportion of 
an additional amount of lajney a farmer would spend 
for fertillasr and to obtain eatlisatas of their 
quantitatli?© relationships. 
(4) To dttermine farmers' estimates of corn yield 
9 
r©'sp>nae for f&rioue amounts of nitrogen and their 
©8tlffiat©8 of th© •^sriabillty of this .response. 
(5) To detenrdne tiae airouat of nitrogen farmers' ©sti-
asate thej would use on 0orn under various ferti-
li2ier price and corn prio© situations. 
Data on the foregoing points would indicate the various 
factors i-hich Influence farmers to invest in fertilizer and 
the relative importsne© of thes© factors. It could then be 
decided to what extent the farmer® were Qofreot in their 
evaluation of when and how much f©rtilizer to us®, and the 
kind of inforfflation which they need to i^rove such dtcisions. 
Mdltloniily, the results should be helpful in determining how 
well th© farmers know ths nutrient requireiaents of their 
toiii for th© production of specific crops, the relative 
returns that aa-':© to be expected from funds invested in fer­
tilizer aa Qompared to other opportunities and the change in 
emphasis whloL should bt placed on fertilizer use as changes 
occur in price ratios. 
10 
LOdlG INC MEfBDPS OF THE AMLISIS 
Full'illaeiit of the otojeetlfes rtqulres; (1) seleotlon 
of the variables hypothesiEed to be relevant, (2) selection 
of measures of the Tarlatoles, aM (3) estimation of th© rela-
tioriihip® between the variablet. First the eeoaoiaic logic 
which apeoifles the variables that s.re hj-pothesised to be 
relevant is reviewed briefly, itxt th® hypothesized fariatoles 
ar© defined and som© nectsaary efproximations are diseussed. 
Finall}',. the algebraic forms used in estimation of the func­
tional relationships ere presented and discussed with re­
spect to Cheir ad?sfltages and limitations. 
Oohceptual l^odels 
Economic theory provides a fraatwork for In^estlgc^tlng 
the problem at hand. Production theory sets out the condl-
tions to be met la masliaiziag rtturns uoder static conditions.^ 
. E. licks, falue and capital. 2Ed ed. London, 
Oxford |jnlversity^Pr©si. 19§0 p. 86. 
(a) th© prict-ratlo betwetn my two products must 
equal the marginal rate of substitution between the 
two products (this Is now a teehnloal rate of sub­
stitution) . (b) th® price-ratio between any two 
factors must @qual their marginal rate of substitu­
tion. (c) the prict-ratlo between any factor and 
any product must equal the marginal rate of trans­
formation between factor and product (that is to 
say, the laargliial product of th© factor In teroas 
of this particular product). 
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Knowledge of th© technical ioput-^-output relationships and 
price ratios is required In order to attain, or in striving 
to attain, the optlaaisi allocation of resources as specified 
by the equilibriuai conditions of th© firm. In actual farm­
ing iituatlons the retources are not always avallabl© In 
amounts necessary to meet thest conditions, fh® exlstenct 
of a situation in which capital is not a-^ailable to purchase 
resources in quantities required to reach the optlraum plan 1® 
generally referred to as capital rationing. Allocation of 
funds for resource® under capital rationing requires the use 
of the principle of tquimarginslltyThat is, the returns 
from alternative uses or th® opportunity cost must b© con­
sidered. fhus, the optiffiuffi. quantity of resources (fertilizer) 
could b® • influenced by th@ lnput*output relationghips,. the 
price ratios, the availability of capital, and the alterna-, 
tlve opportunities or opportunity costs. 
The problem of resource allocation, howevtr, becomes more 
^larl 0. Heady. Economics of agricultural production 
and resource use. Mew Xork, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1952-
p. 197. 
Profits are not at a maximum for a farm with un-
llffiited capital, however, unless the quantity of 
©ach resourct employed results in a marginal cost 
for each factor (the denominators in ©quation III) 
equal to its marginal product (the numerators in 
equation III) multiplied by the pric® of the product. 
Th© ratios, ffiust equal but need not equal 1.0 for 
profit maxlmlEation by a farm with limited capital. 
Py ^  , py ^  , py ^  « COMtant Of 1.0 (III) 
•^c 
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©omplex In the more reallatlo case where Imperftot knowledge 
exists. That is, techiilcal input-output relationships and 
price ratios are not Imown with eertainty. Under this situ­
ation entrepreneurs' actions or decisions might be expected 
to be based on estiaated input-output relationships and esti­
mated price ratios. %© decisions may also be influenced by 
the reliability placed upon these estimates.^ 
Several theories hav© b®®n proposed to explain the 
actions of entrepreneurs in laaxiffllsing profits.^ The theory 
selected for us© in thi® analysis assuae-i tlie existence of 
a probability distribution for each of the @stisis,t'es of ' 
input-output relationships and price ratios-^ The probability 
distribution speciflei each of the estiaate® of input-output 
relationships and price ratios' •&# entrepreneur thought pos­
sible and the chance or probability he belieires each has of 
occurring. For example, an entrepreneur may,estimate the 
corn-yield response from 20 pounds of nitrogen to be 10 
bushels. Ho\fe¥er, he may consider it posiible that the yield 
libid., p. 448-461. 
^See G. L. 3. Shackle, expectations in eoonomics. 
Cambridge, Cambridge University press. 1949. Chaps. 1 and 
2; ¥. Gainer and 0. H. Brownlee, cit • 
^Q-erhard Tintner. fhe pure theory of production under 
technological ris^ and uncertainty. Iconometrlca 9{305-31g. 
1941. A contribution to the non-static theory of choice. 
Quarterly Journal of Economics 41:274-306. 1942. 
13 
response might be § bushela qt 15 bushels. Furthermore, he 
Bight believt th© b-bushel yield response to have one chanee 
in ten of occurring, and the 15-bushel yield response to ha¥e 
two chances in ten of occur-rieg, whereas the 10-bushel yield 
has seven chanC'es in ten of occurring, fhi® probability 
distribution may be citacribed as having (1) a mo^e of 10 
bushels, (2) a range of 10 bushtls, that is, 15 bushels minus 
5 bushels, and (3) a positive ikewneas^ that indicates a 
greater probability of the yield response being IS bushels 
than 5 bushels.** This theory suggests that the amounts of 
resources used by entrepreneurs are related to the para~ 
meters of the probability distributions of estimated price 
ratios and estioated input-output relationships. It is 
hypothesized that resource use'(entrepr©neural decislons)^ 
is influenced by the group of variables IndioatM above. 
Kind and Mature of the 'fariables Suployed 
The kinds of variables suggested by th© foregoing con­
cepts need to b© estimated quantitatively for use in the 
*Sit@wn©ss describes the departure of a distribution 
from symmetry.' 
probability distribution is described in terms of 
its paraiaeters,, that is, the node, the mean, the range, the 
skewness, and other more• eoaiplicated paraiaeters. 
14 
analysis. Sinae empirical data were not avallabl® for some 
of the variables iuggtsteS, it was aeoessary to use some 
approximations and estioations la the analysis. 
Farmeri' estiaatee of corn prices have been used in 
place of pric# ratios, the pric© of corn estimates the 
fertilizer-corn pric© ratio if fertiliser price is aseuaed 
constant and equal for farmers in a given area (that is, if 
ttie fertilizer pric® is assumed constant, the numerator of 
the ratio is constant)- Hence, the value of the ratio will 
be related to the pric© of corn. Corn was selected because 
on most farms .in Iowa it is the Important crop. 
Th® input-output relationship used was for nitrogen 
applied to corn and consists of farmtrs' estimates of corn-
yield response froia nitrogen fertilizer applications. Esti­
mates of the extent of capital rationing on a given farm, 
were not readily available. Total capital investment and 
equity ratio were used as crude approximations of capital 
availability, iquity ratio is the ratio of owned capital to 
total capital (i^.j^., total capital minui liabilities divided 
by total capital). Thus an equity ratio of one would repre­
sent no outstanding debts and would be expected to represent 
a strong financial position. This, however, considers 
capital rationing primarily in an external sense. That is, 
full equity represents non-rationing in the sense that the 
farmer would not be limited in capital due to refusal of 
16 
leMers to advanc® funds to bis If he wanted to borrow. 
Full equity (a ratio of om) does not imply enything 
directly about Internal ampltal rationing^ or ttoe tendency 
of the operator to restrict capital to an amount lee® ttian 
he could oDtain. It wouM seera that full equity would also 
decrease the tendency for Internal capital rationing as well 
as external capital rationing. 
Paramettrs of the proteafellity aistritoutions of expected 
corn prices were obtained or conputed from estimates of corn 
prices given toy fariaers under questioning. The expected price 
(modal price), the lowest probable price and the highest 
probable price of corn were estimated by each farmer. The 
expected range of prices was coiaputed for esch farmer by 
subtracting^ the highest expected price fro® .th© loiirest ex-, 
pected price. Skewness of the distribution of. expected, ,, 
prices was computed for each farmer as the ratio of .the high­
est probable price minus the most probable price (modal 
price) to the modal price rainus th® lowest probable pric#. 
Thus a value greater than on© indicates sh;ewnesg to the 
right, lee® than one indicates skewness to the left and a 
value of one indicates no skewnees. 0©rtainty ratio was com­
puted as this ratio of the range of prices to the modal price* 
A small certainty ratio tends to indicate more certainty of 
price. 
16 
Algebrale Form of the PuBctlons Emplojed 
fh© previous seotioo iuggests that the economic rela­
tionships BT& functional relationships, that is, one vari-
abl© is related to several other variables, as for example 
X a ^(^1# Xg, • ' Xq). fh© use of a functional relation­
ship requires the speolfication of a iaathematical form. The 
simplest is the linear relationahip of th© form I = a, +• bxXx + 
^2^2 * ''^3^3 * ^ 4^4 flie linear form is rather 
restrictive, however, and may not satisfactorily portray the 
relationship, lonlinegrity can b© txpressed by a large 
number of functions. Two such functions are: (1) 
the quadratic of the form X a * '^2^1 * ^ 3^2 ^4^1 
^ 5 % %  + • • • • •  b j j X ^ , - a n d  ( 2 )  t h e  l o g a r i t h m i c  f u n c t i o n  o f  • 
the form I « axjl x|2' • . . 
Although these two functions have been employed in the 
analysis, it might be noted that the auadratlc function is 
rather unwieldy when more than two or three variables are 
considered simultaneously. Tht logarithmic function, which 
18 linear in the logarithms, has advantages for the analysis 
of several variables. 'One of these advantages is that either 
curvilinear or proportional (straight line through the origin) 
relationships may be expressed with a small number of para­
meters to be determined, thus saving degree® of freedom and 
minimizing computations compared with other non-linsar forms. 
17 
The jLogarithsle funetlon also expresses interaction of the 
variables without laorsaBing th@ number of parameters to b© 
estimated. The logarithmic function, ojn the other hand, pro­
duces coastant elastioity between eaoh iM®pend©nt and the 
dependent variable (©laiticity is expressed in the exponents 
of this function). 
fhe parameters m&y be estiiaatfd by the method of least 
squares if parameters enter in a linear fashion.^ The func» 
tions mentioned above may b@ transformed @o that the para-
aieters enter in a linear fashion. 
If interval estimates and tests of hypotheses are 
desired, definite assumptions awst be made about the distri­
bution of the devietions or errors of the dependent variable 
I. If a normal distribution of error® is assuasd, the method 
of BiaxiBiuffl likelihood leads to the method of least squared.^, 
The method of least squares is used in this analysis to esti­
mate the parameters of the refresslon equations*^ 
Th® final selection of the funotlonal form can be m-ade 
only ^  post. and aiay require a eoiBpromis© between a form 
which best suits th© logical structure of the problem and one 
whioh QontoTMB to the data. 
^(Jerhard Tintner. Econom©trios. Sev York, John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc. 1952. p. 83. 
%bid.. p.. 87. 
^Ibid.. p. 84-85. 
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SOURCE OF mTM AND SiWIRIGAL MBTHOD 
The selection ef m economic sofiel specifies the appro­
priate statistical technique which In turn epeeifles the 
desirable sampling technique, the economic model also sug­
gests what data are needed and In what form thej are needed 
for the analysis. Sie data for this study were, howe'rer, 
obtained. froEi a saiaple survey designed for the purposes of 
another but closely related liJ¥®itigation. Bie universe for 
the sample was the state of lows, fhe following 1B a clescrip-
tlon of the sample design. 
Independtnt estimates for each of nine soil areas^ In 
the state Mere made possible by considering these soil areas 
separately in the sample design. Each aoll are®, was dellne^. 
ated following township boundaries. Following goi'i'"'mrea^ 
and township boundaries, 150 strata of approximately ©quj 1 
else in number of farms were created throughout the stat©. . 
Tvjo sampling units sere drawn from each strata.* All zones, 
open country, urbaxi and rural areas were samples.' .Farms in 
rural areas and urban, locationa were identified with open 
country sampling units lying contiguous to these areas. 
^These nine general soil areas are described ini H. R. 
Meldrum and others- Suid© to fertilizer use. Iowa State Col­
lege. Agr. Ext. Strviee. Pamphlet 193. March, 1953. 
•^Ihe expected slse of sampling unit was two farms. 
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the area sampling units were one-helf to one and one-iialf 
square miles in ar©a. Interflewers identified farias in th® 
sample toy means of the headquarters rule 
In an attempt to obtain homogeneity of the factors not 
measured, £•£•, soil, cllaate, etc., only a part of the saa5ple 
was used in the regressions oomputtd in analyzing fertilizer 
users. Of the nine strata in th© sample, three soil areas, 
1, £, and 8 (Figure 1), were selected for the regression 
analyses, 'ihese areas \mre selected because they were large 
enough to give sufficient obsertatione to enable reliable 
tests of significanee of the parameters estimated and yet 
obtain the greatest homogeneity of soil and climate. 
'i'he sample inoludes 121 farms from area I, the Glarioh-
Webster soil association, of ¥hiah 66.1 percent or 80 farms 
yere fertilizer users and eligible for this arialysie'Aivm 
'2 is the Carrington-Clyds soil association. The eligilsl® 
farms in this area comprised S6.2.peroent or 75 of the 87 
farms in the sample, from area 2. Area, 8 is made up of these 
assooiatlons: the Marous, Primghar and Sacj, the Galira, 
Primghar arid Sac; and the Moody, there were only 29 of the 
42 farm.® eligible for use in the analysis. A total of 104 
•*fh© farm is oonsidered to be in a segment if the loca­
tion of the farii headquarters lies within the boundary. By 
this method each farm had one and only one chance of being 
included in the sample. Field substitutions were made from 
the nearest farni not in the saaple area. 
LVON PtCKINftON CHMCT HOWAI KOSSUTH hitcmcll WtMNe»A«0 WOl 
LAV PALO ALTO HANCOCK ruOVO CHICKAAAV 
kYCTTC CLAYTON' 
VMTA nCAHONTAft HUMftOLOT 
voooeui CAU40UN MAHILTON HAflOllt fWMOV 
IVA 
•COTT 
unioi 
DAVIS 
Fl^p# 1# ll&JoF ssii areas of I#m 
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farmi of the three area© were eligible for us© in the investi­
gation. 
The questionnaire was a®slgne4 to o'btaln information on 
farm size, ownership and tenaney arrangesents, fertilizer use, 
capital Investiaent, liabllltleg, fertiliser experience, price 
expectations, yield expectations, estiaatei of optimum fer~ 
tllizer use, and estimated use of nitrogen under various 
price situations. The questionnaires were completed hy 
personal interviews with the farmers-
The variables hypothesized to be relevant to decision 
jiaking by the x'armer ar® related by multiple regression to 
actions or results of decisioni made by th® farmer. An in-
sight into decisions laade by farmers and associated cireum-
stsnces is a first step in understanding the reasons for 
decisions of a more complicated nature and the use and rates 
of use of fartlliaer. Fertilizer is a resource that can be 
used i^ith relatively little capital Investment and with raost 
of the returns coming within a year- It also represents a 
situation more amenable to chang® in the short run than, for 
example, change of enterprises or a change in crop rotation. 
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FUNCTIONAL 1ELATI0SSHIP3 OF fARIABLES 
RELATED fO FERTILIZER USE 
This section represents an attempt to make quantitative • 
predictions of the rel&tlonghlp between thf quantity of fer­
tilizer used and selected variables ^hich appear Important 
in the farmer's declslon-maJtlng envlroniaent. It is quite 
obvious that not all of the factors or variables related to 
fertilizer use can b© quantified or measured. The variance 
In fertilizer ust unexplained by the variables described 
below m.^ bt attributed to other factors, such as custom, 
aconoffilc uncertainty, and lack of technical knowledge,. . 
'ihe .regression estlaiates completed Include predictions . 
of: (1| total fertilizer use for both owner-operated and 
tenant-.-operated fsrmsj and (2) nitrogen used on corn for both 
owner-operated and tenant-operated farms. The variables 
employed in these predictions and the resulting statistics 
are presented below. 
Some- of the variables Initially considered were omitted 
from the analysis because they could not be measured with 
sufficient aecuraoy, or over a sufficient range. Where 
their t values were .les© than the magnitudes acceptable at 
a 30-percent level of probability (the level arbitrarily 
selected as appropriate for data of the nature Included In 
this study), they were ottltted fro® the analysis. Correla­
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tion coeffloienta for thest variables are presented In the 
Appendix. 
Extent of Total Fertilizer Use per Farm 
Owntr-operated farms 
k logarlthmle equation of the following form was fitted: 
X ^ axJ^Xg^- • -xJjO where 
Y » tons of fertilizer used on the farm in 1953. 
%2. * expected modal prle« of oorn In cents per tushel. 
The price expectation refers to a farmer* s June 
.estimate of the December price of corn. (Farmers 
were asked to estimate three points on their distri­
bution of expected prices of corn: (l) the lowest 
prototble price, (2) the most probaMe price (modal 
price) and (3) the highest probable price.) 
X2 » capital investment in dollars per farm (livestock, 
machinery, and feed and supplleg inventory). 
X3 « equity in percent (capital investment minus liabll-
itl0s divided by,capital Investment). 
X4 « range of expected com prices in cents per bushel-
The rang© of prices Is the highest price the ferraer 
thinks might occur (with one chance out dt 100 of 
Its being more) minus the lowest price that might 
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ocour (witli one change out of 100 of its being 
less). in tff©ot the rang© Is a sort of subjective 
98-p@rc§nt oonfl<lence Interval estlfaatefl by the 
farmer. 
Xq » certainty ratio (rang® of expected corn prices divid­
ed by the expeeted modal price of corn). The cer­
tainty ratio li a ooBblnatlon of the range of 
expected, prices and the expected modal price- It 
Is the ratio of the range of prices to the modal 
price. 
Xg » BkemeBB of the distribution of the expected prices 
of corn. The skewness is measured as the ratio of. 
the highest probable price tnlnua the most probable 
price {modal price) to the most probable price minui 
the lowest probable price. 
Xq p expected corn-yield response in bushels per acre 
froffl 40 pounds of nitrogen. 
Xg » expenditure in dollar.f per farm for fertilizer in 
1952. 
® acres in the farm. 
fhe level of signlflcanc® was determined for, each partial 
regression coefficient from the t values. The variables not 
meeting the required significance level"** were eliminated and 
•The, 30 percent level was ieleated as appropriate for 
this study. 
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tiie regression equation reconputed, using only Xg, Xg and Xxo 
as the Independtnt varlates. Th© equation obtained is: 
(1) Y « 0.870 XgO'1081 x0.1458 ^ 
The coefficient of multiple correlation, R, is 0.7130 with 
65 degrees of freedom; it is significant at the l-percent 
level.^ These three Yariables explain 51 percent of th© 
variation in tons of fertilizer used on owner-operator farms. 
Size of far® was related (P<0.01) to'the extent of total 
fertilizer use by owner^operators (fable 1).' A change of 1.0 
percent in farii size wa® positively associated- with.'s.. 
Table 1. Levels of significance, values of t and, 
6-peroent confidence intervals for the 
partial regresiiion coefficients in 
equation (1) 
jpartlal 5-percent confidence 
regression falues intervals' for,the partial 
coefficients . of regression coefficients 
Variable b t „I.ow#r " Upper 
0.1081® 0.95 -0.3357 0.1195 
0.1458^ 5.67 0.0944 0.1972 
0.6424^ 6.76 0.4190 0.8658 
®P<0.30 
^p< 0.01 
^2 
xg 
%0 
^Teat was, made with the use of Table 13.6 In G. ¥. 
Snedecor. Statistical methodi. 4th ed. Ames, Iowa, Iowa 
State College press. 1946. p. 351. 
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percent oimnge in tons of fertilizer used per farm; on 
the average, a less than proportional relationship. This 
relatioiishlp suggests that fertilizer us© per acre is less 
for large farms than for staall farms with the same capital 
investment siid with the same expenditure for f@rtillzer the 
previous year. 
fhe expenditure for fertilizer in 1952 was positively 
related to the amount of fertilizer used In 1953. Farmers 
who used more fertilizer in 1952 also used more fertilizer In 
195*3. 'Ihis relationship Is of ©ourse not surprising or 
startling. That la, there stems to b® a strong tendency t-s 
use the same amount of f©rtlllser in the current yt&r-as was 
used th© previous year. It also indicates that the amount, 
of fertilizer used is not eonpletely stable, since :the rela­
tionship was not perfect and proportional. If each farmer 
us©d the same amount of fertilizer in both years the coeffi­
cient of correlation would toe unity. 
A satisfactory estlitat© of th© relationship between 
capital investment and aH»unt of fertilizer used per farm 
was not obtained due to th® relatively high degree of corre­
lation between capital investment and size of fam \Table 17 
in the Appendix)That is, the capital Investment was 
^See Karl A. Fox and James F. Cooney,.Jr. Iffecti-of 
Intercorrelation upon multiple correlation and regression 
measures- United States i3epartment of Agriculture, Agri­
cultural Marketing Service. April, 1954. 
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olGS©ly related to the size of farm, and therefore either 
variable will explain th® eaottfit of fertilizer used alaost 
equally well. It meani also that littl® information is 
available about th© relationship tsetween size of farm and 
amount of fertilizer used when the. capital in^^estment is held 
constant and .^ice versa. 
fen.ant*operat&d farms 
A logarithmie equation was also fitttd using the follow­
ing variables: 
. 1 » tons of fertlizer used on the farm.in 1953. 
Xx » expected modal priee of corn in oenta per bushel 
fhe price esspeotations .refer to a,farmer*"a June. es-ti-
mate of the December priot of corn. (Farmers ^!?ere 
asked to estimate thre© points on their distribution 
of expected prices of corn; (1) the lovcfet probable 
price, (2) the iiost probable price {modal price) and 
(3) the highest probable price.) 
Xg * capital investment in dollars per farm {livestock,, 
machinery, and feed, and supplies Inventory owned by 
the tenant) . 
X3 « ©quity in percent (capital investment minus liabil­
ities divided by capital invdstment - for th© tenant 
only). 
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X4 « rang© of expected corn prlcsee in cents per 'bus.hel. 
The range of prices is th@ highest priae the farmer 
thinks might occur (with one chance out of 100 of 
It© toeing more) minus the lowevS.t price that might 
occur (with one chance out of 100 of Its being 
l©sg). In effect the range Is a sort of subjective 
98-peroent confidence Interval estimated by the 
farmer. 
Xg » certainty ratio (range of expecttd corn prices 
divided by the expected modal price of. corn). Th©' 
certainty ratio Is a comMaatlon of the range of . 
expected prices and tht expected iiodsl prtce.; It . 
Is the ratio of the rang® to the modal price.. 
Xg » skewnes® of tht distribution of th© expected prl©®.@- .. 
of corn- The skewness is aeaaured as th© ratio of . 
tht highest probable prlc© alnus the aiost probable 
price (modal price) to the most probable price minus 
th© lowest probable price. 
Xe * expected corn-yield response in bushels per acre 
from 40 pounds of nitrogen. 
X9 » expenditure In dollars per farm for fertilizer in 
1952. 
%0 ® acres In the farm. 
Again the variables that were not significant at the 30-percent 
level,, were dropped and the regression recomputed. Th© 
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logarltbmlc equation obtaintd isj 
(2) $ . 0.0467 xo-8006 
The aultiple correlation coefficient, R, for equation (2) 1® 
0.6576 with 62 dtgrees of freedom. It also Is significant 
at the l.O^peroent le?el.^ These four variables explain 31 
percent of the variation In the us« of fertilizer between th© 
tenant-^operated farms Inclucled la the regression. 
fh@ variable® rtlattd to total fertilizer used per farm 
for tenant operatori were capital Investment, expected yield 
r©8,.,ons©, total fertilizer used the previous year, .and si;5# 
of farm in acres. The data secured for tenant-operated farms 
yielded a relatively significant relationihip ^ l^etwe©a total, -
fertilizer used and capital Investment (fabl© E). A l.C-
percent change in capital was positively associated .with a 
0.14-peroent change in tons of fertilizer used per fans 
(holding anticipated corn-yleM response, aiaount of,,fer»,,/-
tllizer used th© previous year, and size of farm constant). 
Although the level of signlfloane® for this variable is not 
very high, the laultlcollineartty is lower than for the owner-
operator function and the positive relationship Is obtained 
as would be expected, a priori. 
fh@ anticipated corn-yield response from the use,of 40 
3-Snedecor, cit.. p. 3§l. 
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Tatole 2- Le'^els of aignlflcaiice, Vftlties of t and 
5-percerit confideno© Intarvals for the 
partial regression ooefflcients In 
e<luation {Z) 
Variable 
Partial 
regression 
COefficients 
b 
falues 
of 
t 
5«p©rcent confidence 
Internals for the partial 
mmmmXon coefficients 
Lower Upper 
Xg 0.1443®- 1.28 -0.0812 0.3698 
% 0.2006^ 1.09 -0.001? 0.4§29 
% 0.1185® 3.62 0.0530 0.1840 
%0 0.S699® 2.§§ 0.1229 1.0169. 
®P <0.30 
< 0.20 
®P < 0.01 
pounds of nitrogen per acre was related (P<0.80) to total 
fertilizer use per far® (Table E). A 1.0-ptrc©nt change In 
anticipated corn yield respons® was related to a 0.80-percent 
change in total fertilizer use per farm. This variable did 
not appear in the function for owner-operators. Further anal­
ysis Is suggested before any dtflnlte statement can b© mad© 
about the difference between tenant- and owner-operators with 
regard to this irarlabl®. 
The expenditure for fertilizer In 1952 was related 
(P < 0.01) to total fertilizer use by tenant-operators In 
1953 (Table 2). Thl$ result li of course to be expected. A. 
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1.0-pe:reent change In the tiptadltii.r'e for fertilizer In 1952 
was positively associated with a O.lg-perceat change In the 
use of fertilizer In 1953* Thli relationship Is approxi­
mately the same as that estimated for the owner-operators. 
Marginal use of total fertilizer uted or /all. 
oropg related to anticipated corn*yleM response 
fhe fflarginal (incremental.) or additional us© of total 
fertilizer used on all crops related to changti In anticipated 
corn yield response to nitrogen by one unit, may b© obtained 
by taking the partial derivative of the tstlaatlng. (regres­
sion) equation with respect to the particular Tarlabltj. antlol.— 
pated corn-yield response to nitrogen, holding the other vari­
able© of the equation constant. Tht results of such .an 
ysls ar© presented In fable. 3.* 
Th@ aaargliaal use of fertilizer (all nutrients) is 0.0474 
ton when expected oorn-yleld response to 40 pounds of nitro­
gen la 10 bushels, and all th@ other related variables ar© 
held constant at one-half the average for all fams; 0.1184 
ton of fertlllz.er vhm all other, variable® are fixed at 50-
percent g.reatar level than the average for all farms. For any 
^The marginal (incremental) effects of tht other related 
variables on fertilizer use are presented in fables 19 and 20 
of the Appendix. 
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fable 3* Marginal use of fertilizer at various levels 
of antlalpated coru-fieM respoase from 40 
pounds of nitrogen, tenaat-^operated farms, 
l0wa, 1953 
toticipated corn-
yield response to 
40 pounds nitrogen 
One-half 
average 
for all 
farm® 
Average 
for all 
farms 
50 percent greater 
level than average 
for all farms 
(bushels) (tons of fertilizer) 
10 G.04?4 0.0840 0.1184 
15 '0.0342 0.0611 0.0S56 
17.?3 (Mean) 0.0300 0.0i34 0.0749 
20 0.0292 0.0486 0 .©680 
25 0.0228 Q.0406 0.0§69 
glfen anticipated corn-yield respoase to 40 pouads of filtro*'-
gen, marginal use of all fertiliser iaereasee with, increases 
in the level of the other variables, capital Invtstraent, fars 
size, and total us© of fertilizer during the previous year 
at a 50-percent greater level than^ the average of all farms.,. 
Marginal use of fertiliser dtoreases with increases in the 
anticipated aorn-yleld response to 40 pounae of nitrogen per 
acre (Table 3). 
Extent of litrogen Use on Corn 
fh© amount of nitrogen fertilizer farmers use on corn 
depends on many of the same variables related to the amount 
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ol* fertilizer used per faro. Henct, a regression analysis, 
sifflilar to the one preseated sttoofe for total fertilizer yse 
per farm,, was eompleted for ultrogea use on land in corn. 
fhls additional stialysis for nitrogen use on oorn land was 
made possible toeoaus© added questions were asked specifically 
about corn. 
Q-wner~QPerated farms 
The "farlation in the aiKjuat of nitrogen fertilizer used, 
per acre in oorn ranged fro® zero to 82 pounds for the owner-
operators with a laean of 19 poimds. llie variables employed 
in a?i attempt, to explain this variation are: 
I » pounds nitrogen per acre of corn (average rate of 
nitrogen use on each farm). , 
% " expected modal price of oorn in centi per bushel. , 
^he price asspec tat ions refer to a farmer's June 
estlmat© of the Deceisber price of corn. (Farmers 
were asked to estiaate three points on their.vdistri-
bution of expected prices of corn: (1) the lowest 
probable price, (E) the most probable price (modal 
price) and (3) the highest probable price.) 
Xg w capital inirestaent in dollars per farm (land and 
buildings, li¥estook,, msishinery, and Inventory). 
X3 » equity In percent (capital investment minus 
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liabllitlei dlTlded by capital inveetEient). 
rang© of expected prioes of corn In eents per 
bushel, file rang® of prices is the highest price 
the farmer thinks might occur (with one chance out 
of 100 of its being more) minus the lowest price 
that mi^t occur (with one chance out of 100 of its 
being less). In tfftct the range is a sort of sub-
Jeetiire 98-per©ent confidence interval estimated by 
the farmer. 
aertainty ratio (rang© of expected prices of corn 
divided by the expected modal price of corn). fhe 
oertaiiity ratio is a coiatoiiiation of th© rang© of . 
expected prices and the expected modal pric©> It 
is the ratio of the range to the modal price, 
©kewriese of tht probability aistribution of expected 
prices of corn, fhe skewiess is aeasured as th© 
ratio of the highest probable price minus the most 
probable price (aioiial price) to the most probable 
price minus the lowest probable price. 
expected uncertainty of corn-yield response from 
fertilizer application. Uncertainty of yield 
response has been measured as the variance (mean 
square error) of the farmers' estimated yield 
responee (from 40 pounds of nitrogen on corn grown 
two or more years after meadow) during the next 
3§ 
ten years. 
X0 =» expected corn-yield response in bushels per acre 
from 40 pounds of nitTOgtn. 
The gross correlation coefficients computed for these 
variables are presented in fable 21 of the Appendix. The 
independent variables that w@re oorrtlated with the dependent 
variable were included in the computation of a logarithmic 
regression equation, the regrtsslon tquation derived for th@ 
owner-operator group is; 
(3) x 4.1130 ^0.5q62 yo-2479 
The valu® of t was computed for each regression coefficient. 
Table 4, and each found to be significant at the 30-percent • 
Table 4. Levels of significance, values of t and 
5-pero©nt confidence Intervals for the 
partial regrtsfion coefficients in 
equation (3) 
Partial 5~perctnt confidenc© 
regression ?alu@@ Intervals for the partial 
coefficients of regreeaion coefficients 
Variable b t Lower Upper 
X2 O.EI'64® 1.92 -0.0115 0,5643 
Xg -0.5862^ 1.09 -1.6618 0-4894 
X7 0.24?9 2.04 0.0049 0-4909 
®P < 0.10 
<• 0.30 
Op < 0.05 
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leir©l. These three variables explain. 25 percent of the vari­
ation to©twees farms in tlie aaiount of nitrogen used on corn. 
The coefficient of raultiple correlatiott is 0.4766 with 40 
degrees of freedom and is significant at the 1-percent level.^ 
A 1.0-percent increase in capitsl investment was associated 
x^lth a O.SS-percent increase in nitrogen use per acre (hold­
ing equity ratio ejnd yield response uncertainty constant), 
fhe farms with greater capital may ha.?® funds available for 
more intensive use of nitrogen-
Equity ratio and nitrogen use per acre In corn were 
negatively related {Table. 4). This observed negative .rela­
tionship fcetwten nitrogen use and equity ratio is not what 
m.ght be expected. Logically it would seem that more fer­
tiliser per acre on corn might be used by farmers with high 
equity ratios. That is,, they would be in a better financial 
pcsltion to purchaae fertlllatr• fhe relationship derived 
was the inverser farmers with low equity ratio tended to use 
K»re fertilizer. Two possible reasons for this relationship 
are: (1) farmers with lo« equity .may be pressed to produce 
more efficiently in order to meet simual debt repayment 
schedule, and (E) the owner-operator group is composed of 
farmers who own all the land they farm and thos.e farmers who 
own a farm but rent additional land. These part-owners tend 
^Snedecor, o^. oit.. p. 351. 
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to use mor& nitrogen per acre on corn and to have a smaller 
©quity ratio than the complete owners, fh© part-»owners also 
tend to operate more farm land than owners.. It is therefore 
conceivable that the part-owners tend to toe better managers 
or more "progressive" farmers than owners.* 
The uneertslnty of corn-yield rtspons© was positively 
as#oclat@d with nltrogtn used per asre In corn (fable 4). 
One would expect the opposlt© relatlonshipj namely,, the 
greater the uncertainty., the smaller the quantity of fer­
tilizer resource used. Since the anticipated yield response 
was positively associated with the degree of- uncertainty of 
yield response, the efftcts of anticipated corn-yield responses 
may hav® offset the effects of uncertainty of yield response 
in the regression analysis. Th« posltlv© relationship, (cor-' 
relation coefficient of 0.2i) between anticipated, .corn-yield , 
response and uncertainty of yield response .was not large 
enough, however, to be,significant at the 5-percent'level of 
probability. The estimates of this study appear inconclusive • 
with respect to these relationships. They need to be studied 
further with a survey designed and controlled .specifically 
for these purpose©. 
«An equity ratio of 1.0 indlestes no outstanding debts. 
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f ©nan t-op era tad t&rmm 
The amount of nitrogen uitd on corn varied between zero 
and 8? pounds per aore in corn fo^r the tenant-ope rated farm® 
included in the regression, fhe mean use per acre was 19.5 
pounds of nitrogen. The variables used to predict use of 
nitrogen per acrt on corn aret 
I • pounds of nitrogen per acre of corn (average rate 
of nitrogen us® on ©ach farm). 
m modal price the farmer expects for corn In cents 
per bushtl. The price eipe©tations refer to a 
farmer's June ©stioate of th© December pric© of 
corn. (Farmers wer® atked to estimate three 
points on their distribution of ©xpected prices of 
corn; (1) the lowest probable prict^ (2) the mo,st 
probable pric© (modal price) and (3) the highest " 
probable pric©.) 
Xg at capital Investment in dollars p©r farm (livestock, 
machinery and.inventory owned by the tenant). 
X3 a equity in percent (capital investment minus liabil­
ities divided by capital investment - for the 
tenant-operator only)• 
•X4 » range of expected price® of corn in cents per 
bushel. The range of prices is the highest price 
the farmer thinks might occur (with one chance out 
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of 100 of Its toeing more) Hilrws th© lowest prlo® 
that might occur (with on© ehane# out of 100 of 
Its being l©8s)'. In effect th© range is a sort 
of subjective 98-pero®nt confidence interval esti­
mated by th© farmer-
Xg • certainty ratio (range of ©xpeoted corn prices 
dlirlded by th® expected aodal price of corn) • 
fhe certainty ratio is a eomblnation. of the range 
of eatpeotad •prices and th® expected modal price'. 
It is the ratio of the range to the modal price. 
xq «• sfcewness coefficient of the distribution of farraers 
expected prices of corn. Th© skewness is measured 
as th© ratio of the highest probable price minus 
th© most probable price (nodal price) to. the most 
probable price ainus th© lowest probable price-
X? « uncertainty of exp^ected corn-yield response to 40 • 
pounds of nitrogen. Uncertainty of yield re,sponse 
ha® been meas-ured as th© varlmae (mean iquar© 
error) of the farners' ©stlBated yield response 
(from 40 pounds of nitrogen on corn grown two or 
mv@ years after meadow) during the next ten years. 
Xg « corn-yield response in bushels per acre that the 
farmer expects from 40 pounds of nitrogen. 
The correlation •coeffleltats wer® computed for these vari­
ables (Tab!©22 of th® Appendix), k multiple regression was 
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eomputed with the vaylatoXes that were related to pound§ of 
nitrogen used on corn, the t test was aade for each of the 
regression coefficients to test for significance.. The ex­
pected ffiodal price of corn,. Xx, had th© amalltst t -value and 
was, therefore, aropped from the regression, first. The 
remaining Tariahles, X21 were then significant at 
the 30 pei^ent or saialler perotnt lefel. The regression 
esiuation finally obtained isj' 
(4) ' j * 2.0160 3^-0.2012 
This regression explains 10 percent of the variation betwetn 
farms in the afflo.unt of nitrogen used per acre. 
Capital investment, unctrtainty of anticipated corn-
yield response, and anticipated corn-yield response were 
related to nitrogen us© on land in corn for ttnante (Table 5). 
Holding anticipated oorn-yitld response and uncertainty of 
yield response constant, a chang® of 1.0 percent in capital 
investment by the tenant, was positively associated with a 
0.17-perQent change in the tts© of nitrogen on land in corn. 
On the other hand, a change of 1.0 percent in uncertainty of 
anticipated oorn-yleld response, holding the other variables 
constant, was negatively associated with a 0,20-pereent change 
in the amount of nitrogen used per acre of land in corn. A 
1.0-percent change in anticipated corn-yield response, other 
variables held constant, wa© positively associated with a 
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Tabl© §. Leirels of-aigialflcajac©, valaes of t and 
5-percent confldtnoe intervals for the 
partial regression'eosfflcienti In 
equation (4) 
Partial ©-percent confidence 
regression falues Internals- for the partial 
ootfflolents of regresilon' coefficients 
Variable b t lower , Upper 
Xg 0.1654® 0.94 -0.0866 • 0.4174 
X»7 -0.2012^ l.?3 -0.4338 0.0314 
Xg 0.g§74® l.g4 0.0499 0.4651 
®P<0.30 
% <0.10 
0.26-perc©nt chang© In th© amouat of nitrogen used on land la 
corn. 
these relationships are In the direction which might 'he 
expected, given the logic, of managerial ®conoffllcs> That .is: 
(1) m the tenant controls more capital, his us© of nitrogen 
on land in corn lncr©a@®sj (2) a decrease In uncertainty 
about corn-i-leld response is related to an. Increase of 
nitrogen us©;, (3) nitrogen use also Increases aa the antici­
pated. yield, response the farmer expects from a .given input 
of nitrogen increases. 
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¥arial3lee dropped from reOTesslo.ns 
Mtiiough expeeted oorn prlees iJid measures of the para­
meters of th© probaMlltf distributions of prices were 
Irioluded as variables In the analysis, m signifioant rela­
tionships w©re diseo^erei. fhl® finding vms not anticipated 
in view of th© iitportaaee of price in the th@or@tical solu­
tion for allocation of resources .and iiaxlffilgatioii of returns. 
However, there are several possible rtasons for not 
finding aseooietion "between prices and use of fertilizer-
Price estimates were availsble for one year only, 1953, and 
therefore coflfsarison could be made only between farmi in a 
given year. Aaeooiation between expected prices, and fer­
tilizer us© B l i g h t  be found in data over a period o f  time f o r .  
one farmer. The analysis presented In a later section does 
indieat© that farmers are price responsive in using fer- . 
tilizer. 
Another possibility is that the present level of fer­
tilizer use would be profitable at much lower pri.e0s of corn 
than those expected for 1953. fhat is, other factors (such 
as information about potential fertilizer use and capital) 
may limit the level of us® of fertilizer to the point vhere 
the effects of expected prices are not strong enough to 
yield a relationship with the data available for analysis. 
Also, since the price of corn was supported during the period 
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of study, ©any farmers gave the support price as the expected 
price. Thus many farmers had the same modal price expecta­
tion although nitrogen was used at various levels. 
Marginal use of fertilizer and, related 
variables tenant^ooerated farmg 
fhe marginal (incremental) effect of a given variable 
on nitrogen us© was dttermined toy taking the partial deriva­
tive of th@ nitrogen use (regreislon) equation with respect 
to the variable in question. With nitrogtn use per acre in 
corn negatively asiociated with a unit change in uncertainty 
of yield, the decrease is 0.154 pound of nitrogen per acre 
when uncertainty about anticipated corn yield is IS bushels, 
while capital investment and anticipated yield rasponse are 
held at their geometric means, fhe decrease is 0.115 pound 
of nitrogen per acre with capital Investment and a»itlci;;pat€'d 
yield response held at one-half their geoaetric means; the 
decrease is 0.183 pound of nitrogen per acre when these vari­
ables are held at a level 50 percent greater than their 
geometric means and the anticipated corn-yield response Is 
1 6  b u s h e l s  ( T a b l e  6 ) •  
Marginal changes (increases) in the us© of nitrogen. In 
relation to incrtmental changes in capital Investment (other 
variables held constant) are presented in Table 7. A change 
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fable 6. Marginal use of nitrogen assoels.ted with 
incremental changes in unoertalnty about 
anticipated oorn-field response, tenant-
operated farms, lova, 1953 
Uncertainty 
about antici­
pated oorn-
yield responses-
Incremental changes (!.•£•, decrease) in 
pounds of nitrogen ua^i""per acr® in corn 
rtlattd to changes in uncertainty about 
corn-yield response, with other factors 
held constant 
One-half th© 
average for 
all farms 
Average for 
all farms 
50^ greater than 
average for all 
farms 
(Mean squar© 
(pounds of nitrogen) error) 
& -0.431 -0.S7?' -0.685 
15 -0.115 -0.154 -0.183 
23.03 (Mean) -0.069 -0.09g -0.109 
45 —0.031 -0.041 -0.049 
60 -0.022 -0.029 -0«035 
^Uncertainty or variability has been measured by mean, 
square error. • 
in the tenant farmers' capital investment from |5,000 to 
|6,000 {with anticipated corn-yield response and degree of 
uncertainty of yield held constant at the average for all 
farms) was associated with a laarginal change of 0.305 pound 
of nitrogen used per acre in corn. That is, fertilizer use 
would not be proportional to the amount of capital added 
because part of the funds would be used for other investment 
alternatives. An increase in capital investment from #12,000 
to #13,000, under similar conditions, was associated with an 
fable ?. Marginal use of nitrogen assoolated with |l,000 change In 
capital investment, at various levels of capital investnent, 
tenant-operated farms, Iowa, 1953 
Ineremeatal ehange Ifi pounds of nitrogen «sea per acre in com 
associated with a change in |l,000 of capital investment, with 
other variaMeg at; 
Capital 
Investment 
One-half 
average 
for all 
farms 
Average 
for all 
farms 
50^ greater 
than average 
for all farms 
X? one-half 
average,. Xg 
50^ greater 
than average^ 
Xg one-half 
average, % 
50^ greater 
than average® 
(Dollars) CPounds of nitrogen) 
5,000 0.293 0.305 • 0.312 0,389 0.,23fi 
7,S00 0.209 0.217 0.222 0.277 0.167 
11,460 0.147 0.152 0.156 0.194 0.117 
12,500 0.136 0.142 0.145 0.181 0.111 
15,000 0.117 0.121 0.1E5 O.ISS 0.094 
- Uncertainty of corn-yield, response fro® 40 pounds of nitrogen per acre-
•Xg - Anticipated eorn-jleld response from 40 pounds of nitrogen per acre» 
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increiaental Inarease in 0.l4g pound of nitrogen per acre in 
eorn. Marginal changes (Increases) in the use of fertilizer 
in relation to incremtntal changes in anticipated corn-yield 
response (other variables held constant) are presented in 
Table 8. 
An incremental change In the tenant farmers' anticipated 
corn-yield response to 40 pounds of nitrogen per acre at the 
S-bushel yield-response level was associated with an incre­
mental change of 0.398 pound of nitrogen applied per acre in 
corn. However,, an increaental chan.ge In anticipated corn-
yield response at the 25-bu8hel yield-response level was 
asBOclated with an Inoreaiental change of 0.120 pound of 
nitrogen applied per acre In corn. Bie greatest Increase in 
the use of nitrogen on corn land may be obtained by increas­
ing the anticipated corn-yield response by those farmers 
having high capital inveitiaent and a mlninum amount of uncer­
tainty with respect to corn-yield response-
fable 8. Marginal use of nitrogen associated with changes In 
ajatlcipated coro-yield response at various levels, 
tenant-operated farms, lows, 1953 
Incremerital change In pouncle of nitTOgeti *ise5 per acre in corn 
asgoaiated with changes in aetieipated cora-yieM respofts©, 
with other variables at; 
Antieigated 
corri-fielsa 
response 
One-lialf 
average 
for all 
faras 
Average 
for all 
faras 
SOjl greater 
than average 
for all farms 
X7 one-half 
average, X2 
50^ greater 
than average® 
Xg one-half 
average, X-y 
50 greater 
than average®-
(Bttsiiels) Cpownds of nitrogen) 
5 0.453 0.442 0.43S 0.543 0.363 
10 0.240 0.234 0.231 0.288 0.192 
18 0.15? 0.153 0.151 0.188 0.126 
20 0.144 0.140 0.138 0.172 0.155 
25 0.122 0.119 0.117 0.145 0.098 
%£ - Capital investment. 
X»7 - Uncertainty of corn-yield response from 40 pouMs of nitrogen per acre. 
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mmnomah relationships of tmiables related 
fo bificits op ferfllizer ose 
This section coMMtre the size and variation In ilz© 
of deficits In fertilizer use. The deficit is an estimate 
of the divergence from what farmers consider optimum in use 
of fertiliser. This deficit was computed by subtracting 
actual fertilizer expenditure from the farmer• s estluiat® of 
the maximum expenditure on fertilizer that could be used on 
the farm for greatest profits. 
The possible effects of an additional amount of capital 
on the deficit in fertilizer use is Investigated in ^the,' • 
latter part of this section. Several variables are^used in 
an attei^t to predict the effect of the additional capital 
on the deficit. 
Several regression eitlmates were completed. These 
Include predictions of; (1) the difference between actual 
use of fertilizer and the quantlt;^ of fertilizer estimated by 
farmers to be most profitable for both owner-operated and 
tenant-operated farmi, and (2) the proportion of |1,000 addi­
tional capital used for fertlllgier under both types of 
tenure. The variables employed 1r these predictions and 
the resulting statistics are presented belo*. 
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Relationsiilps-betwetn the Diir.®rgene© from Farmers' 
Estimated Moat Profitable Fertilizer Ixptndltures 
and Related fari&bles 
HiiB r©greisloE analysis of this section deals with the 
difference between farmers'' actual exptnditures for fertilizer 
and th© expendlturss wlilah they viewed as b®lng most profit­
able. 
The' difference b@t¥®en actual fertiliser expenditures 
and farmers* estimated rost profitable fertilizer expenditure 
will be referred to as a dlvergenc©. A divergence from opti­
mum indicates a restriction to the optimum economic use of 
fertilizer by the farm operator. Several variables were 
employed to explain the divergence from optimum fertiliaer, 
but not all of the varlabl©0 yielded significant results and 
some were, therefore, dropped to obtain the final regression 
equation. The glgnifleant variables in some cases,were not 
the same for th© tenant-operators ai for owner-operators. 
Owner-operated farms 
1h@ average divergence from optlmuia for the sample farms 
was |320. fhis divergence does not appear large but its 
importance can be 8®©n by comparing it to the size of the 
actual fertilizer expenditures. It is 74 percent of |436, 
the cost of fertilizer actually applied in 19S3. fhe analysis 
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attempting to explain the size of this dltergenee makes us© 
of th© logarithmic funotlon and the following variables; 
X » divergerio® from famer's estimate of optimum fer­
tilizer use. 
Xj, « number of jtars experlenc® in using fertilizer. 
Xg a capital investment In dollars per farm (land and 
buildings, lives took, ajaohinery, and feed and 
supplies in*?entorj) . 
X3 a equltj in percent (eapital investment minus liabil­
ities-divided bjr capital investment). 
% « range of expected prices of corn in cents per bushel. 
The range of priees is the higheit priee the farmer^ 
thinks might occur (with one chance out of 100 of 
its being more) minus th© lowest pric#•that might 
occur (with on© chane® out of 100 of its .beingf 
less). In effect the range is a sort of subjfctlv-© 
98-perctnt confidence interval estiiaated by the 
farmer-
Xg 3» certainty ratio (range of expected corn prices divid­
ed by expected modal corn price). The certainty 
ratio Is a combination of the range of expected 
priees and the expected modal price. It is the 
ratio of the range to the modal price. 
Xg « loads of manure used per far©. 
The gross correlation coefficients computed for these varl-
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at>i@a ar© presented in fatole 23 of the Appeiicllx. fhe log-
arltiifflio function <a@ri¥ed isi 
(5) I « 0.0829 
fhe variables Xi, X41 X§ and Xg were dropped beoause the par~ 
tial regression coeffioients were not significantly different 
from zero at the 30-p©reent level of signiflcano® as indicated 
by the t values. . ®ie t values and the 5-perc@nt confidence 
intervals for the partial regression coefficients in equation 
(5) are presented in Table 9. 
fhe coefficient of multiple correlation, R, is 0.307 
with 71 degrees of freedom; it is significant at the S-^percent 
level.^ The two variable®, Xg and X3, explain 9.4 percent of 
Table 9. Levels of significance,., values .of •'••t'^and 
5»percent confidence interval.® .fo-r the 
partial regression coefficient® in 
equation {&) 
Partial 5-.percint confidence 
regrtselon faluee intervals for the partial 
coefficients Of regression coefficients 
fariable b t Lower Upper 
Xg 0.6389®' 1.94 -0.0198 1.2976 
^^ 3 -2.6911^ g.oo -.§.3822 0.0000 
ap < 0.10 
^P< 0.05 
^Snedecor, o^. .oit.. p. 351. 
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the variation ia divergenct between owner-operated farms 
used in the regression. 
She regrtssion may b® Inteipreted ae follows* a 1.0-
percent Chang© in capital inveetment {equity ratio held 
constant) ms positively asioeiated with a 0.64-perG©nt change 
in th© divergence (Table 9). However, a l.O-percent change 
in equity ratio (capital investment held constant) was nega­
tively associated with a 2.69-peroent change in the diver­
gence. 
Thost owner-operators having greater capital invest­
ments in their farms considered thesstlves furthest froo 
their estimated optimuia level of .fertiliztr us^e. On the 
other hand, those owner-operators in th© most favorabl© equity 
positions considered themselves nearest thtir estimatM opti­
mum level of fertilizer use. Apparently the divergence!-In-, 
creases as farm size (reflected by capital investment)' 
increases, but th# incrtast is less than proportional indi­
cating a smaller per acre divergence on large farias than on 
small farms. Hence, it is expected that th@ potential' for 
future increases in total fertilizer uee per farm still 
exists on relativtly large owner-operated farnii in Iowa, 
even though thest farmers a.re now using the largest amounts 
of fertilizer. Ihertas, the greatest potential increase in 
intensity per acre is on the siaall farms. 
The .relationship between divergence and equity ratio is 
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the Mad that .would be logically expecttd. fht farmera with 
greater equity estlnated les.i divergence from optimum. They 
eould invest In fertlllztr rather than debt rtpayment,, and 
they would be in a better fljiancial position to borrow oper­
ating capital. 
T@nant-operat©d .faygia 
The average dlvtrgsnot frois optiaum fertilizer expendi­
ture was |S42 as ©stlaiated. toy the tenant-operators. This 
amount is 88 percent of |389, the average amount aotually-
spent for fertilizer in 1953. Bus variables employed to 
explain this divergence are: 
1 a div©rg«noe from fsHiier* s &&%Xm&tQ of optlanm ftrtl-
zer us©. . 
Xi * Buffiber of yeari experience in using ftrtlllE©r. 
X2 • capital Investment Clivestookj,^ fliaohlntry^ and feed 
and supplies inventory oimed by the tenant). 
X3 • equity in percent (oapltal investment minus liabil­
ities divided toy eapital investment - only for the 
tenant). 
X4 « range of txptcted prlees of corn in cent®. The range 
of prleei is th@ highest price the farraer thinks 
might oceur Cwith one chanee out of 100 of its toeing 
more) minus tht lowest price that loight occur (with 
S4 
one ohanoe out of 100 of Ita b@lng less). ^ In effect 
tlie range li a sort of sutojeetlve 98-percent confl-
aene® interval eitlmated. by the farmer-
X5 » oerteinty ratio (range of expected corn price® 
divided by the expected modal prio® of corn). The 
certainty ratio is a oombination of the range of 
expected prices and th© expecttd modal price. It 
is the ratio of the range to the raodal price. 
Xg « loads of manure used per farm. 
.fhe gross correlation coefficients computed for these vari­
ables are presented in fabl® 24 of the Appendix, fhe log-
arithMc function derived is: 
id) la 0.0641 
fh# variables X3, X4 X§ v@re eliminated from the re§r@i-
tion because th© partial regr«i«ioR coefficients were not 
significant at th© 30-pere@nt level o-f significance as indi­
cated by the t values. t values and 6-perc@nt confidence 
intervals for the partial regression coefficients in equation 
(6) are presented in Table 10. 
fhe coefficient of multiple correlation, R, is 0.3326 
with 85 degrees of freedomj it is significant at the 5-pereent 
level.^ fhe ooefficlent of multiple deterraination, R^, indl-
^Snedeeor, o£. cit.. p. 351. 
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fable 10... I^tvels of iigiiifl.oanc©, valuei of t and 
©-percent csnfldtno© intervals for the 
p.artlal regr®8.slon ©o'tffloienits in 
equation (6) 
¥ariatole 
Partial 
regrestion 
coeffJLoients 
b 
,5-pfrcent confidence 
faltiei inttrvals for the partial 
of .. re.greigion. eoeffloiente 
t Irfjwei' ' Upper 
% 
xe 
-0.8202^  
0.3469^ 
0.E79.3® 
g.0§ 0.0200 
1,36 ,-0.1©3£ 
1.65 -0.0592 
1.6204 
0.8570 
0.6178 
%<G.10 
% < 0.30 
eates that 11 pero'ent of th« variation in the divergene® for 
the tenant-^operated farms is explained by the variables 
X2 and Xg use.d in the regression. 
fhe ©laJtlGities obtained from equation (6) may be inter­
preted &3 follows: a 1.0-percent change in the tenant's fer­
tilizer experienoe (capitol inveitment and manure used per 
aor© held constant) was negatively associated with a 0.83-
peroent change in the divergenct (fable 10). fhat is, if 
the tenant had mare experience (had u®ed fertilizer for more 
yea®s) in using fertilizer there was a smaller gap between 
actual use and level of use thought to tee most profitable. 
The size of this gap, then, increases with lack of fertilizer 
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us© experience. 
A l.O-peroent changt In the teiiaat's c&pital iriTestiaent 
{fertilizer us© experience and use of inanure per acre held 
constant) was positively aisociated with a 0.35-percent change 
in the divergence. Again, the farasers with the most capital 
are those who feel that they can use th@ largest amounts of 
additional fertilizer, if thej are to maxlmizt profits. The 
partial regreision eoefflelent. between'the divergence and the 
capital investment is 0.64 for the owner-operators, compared 
with 0.35 for the tenant-operatori. 
The acquisition of fertlllEer use experience is a time-
consuming process. Si,eref0re, since an increase in ferti­
lizer ust experience is aesociated with a decrease between 
actual fertilizer use and estimated ©ptimuia fertilizer use, 
any process designed to •'speed up^ the dissemination of infor­
mation about the effects and profitableness of fertilizer 
use should result in greater fertilizer use. 
Relationships between the Ua® of Mditlon,al Capital 
for Fertiliser and Related farlablee 
When a farmer Is confronted with the opportunity to 
obtain additional capital, he is faced with the decision of 
where he can most profitably use this resource; that is, the 
use or uses vhere the greatest marginal returns can be 
§7 
Obtained, fhls marginal return rosy be In th© form of direct 
satisfaction from mw saohlnery, or home facilities, as well 
as dollar returai. Siaoe thia study did not inolud® direct 
seasuremants of the attraotiveaess of alternative investments 
o£ funds, certain variables were ieleoted which might be 
related to these alternatives. 
In th© survey questionnaire, fariaers were asked how they 
would spend an additional |1,000 if it mad© available, 
fh© proportion of the |l,000 they would spend for fertilizer 
is th© variabl© to be predicted. Using this proportion as 
the dependent varlsbl© a regression equation was derived 
with the following independent variables; fertilizer used 
in the currsnt year, total capital investment, oapital invest­
ment in liveetoel:, and antielpated yield response the farmer 
expeots from fertiliser. 
Owner»operated farms 
The average expected expenditure for fertilizer frora an^ 
additional |1,G00 wm |154 for owner-operators. This Etaount 
is 48 percent of the average divergence, |381,. as presented 
in the previous section. The variables used in this analysis 
are: 
I » percent of an additional |l,000 an owner-operator 
would spend for fertillE©r. 
§8 
« expenditure In dollars per farm for fertiliser in 
1S53. 
Xg * capital investment in dollars per farm (land and 
toiiildings, livestock, oaeMnery, and feed end 
supplies inventory). 
X3 » capital investment in livestock in dollars per farm. 
The gross correlation eotffioients are presented in fable 
of the Appendix- fhe logarithmic, function derived is: 
(7) Y » 3.8730 xG-^243 
fhe t valuo for the regression aotffioient is 1.41 with 20 
degrees of frtsdomi it is significant at the gO-perc©nt level, 
fh® fcTOunt of fertiliter used the current jear was the only 
variable significantly related to th© proportion -of th© |l,000 
to be uied for fertilizer, fhia relationship indicates that 
those farmers already using th® nost fertilizer would be 
willing to sptnd the largest proportion of the additional 
$1,000 for fertilizer. A ohaage of l.O percent in the amount 
of fertlllEer used in the eurrent year was positively related 
to 0.22-percent ehaiige, in the proportion of additional tl,000 
to be used for fertilizer. Evidently, those farmers who have 
ventured to use larger affiounts of fertilizer best understand 
this praotioe and the returns forthcoming. 
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fenant»oi5erated farms 
fhe average expteted expeaditwre for fertlllzfr from an 
additional ,|l,000 was 1148 for teaant-operators or 43 percent 
of tile average dlvergenee of |342 as presented in tiie previous 
section. The variables attd la this analysis are; 
J « percent of an additional tl,000 a tenattt-operator 
would spead for fertilizer. 
=* eatpendlture ift dollars per far® for fertilizer in 
1953. 
Xg » capital Investmeat In dollers per feriB. (livestock, 
maehlnery end laventory owned "by the tessant). 
X3 capital invested in livestock in dollars per farm. 
X4 « corn-yield response in bushels per acre the ferm-er 
expects from 40 pounds of nitrogen. 
aie gross correlEtioB. coeffieients are presented in T&tile 26 
of the Appendix. Again only one variable was significant in 
the logarithmic function: 
(8) X » 7.7520 x|-2397 
The val,u@ of t for the regresslo.n coefficient is 2.2 with 24 
degrees of freedois. it is Elgnlfleant at the 5-percent level. 
The capital Investaient explains 16.8 percent of the variation 
in the proportion of an additional |l,000 the tenant-operators 
used in the regression would spend for fertilizer. 
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The regression equatloja may "be .interpreted as follows; 
a 1.0-perotnt chaage in aapltal iB^estffient was positively 
associated with a O.24-p0rc©iit chaiigt in the proportion of 
additional #1,000 to be used for fertlliter. 
This relationship suggests that tenant farmers who have 
a greater capital investsent also think it would b© to their 
advantage to invest a larger proportion of the additional 
|1,000 for fertiliser. Alteraatiifely, the data may suggest 
that if the tenant has more capital, he hsis already exploited 
investment opportunities in crops, livestock, buildings or 
maQhinery which may return more than fertilizer- Hence, a 
larger proportion of added eapital may be used profitably 
for fertiliser-
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FARMERS' AMflClPATED SR0P-imJ3 RESPONSE AND DEMAND 
FUSCnOKS AS RELATID fO FSHTILIZ^R USE AMD PRICES 
When farmers make dtelsioni on the amount of fertilizer . 
to use, they most likely have ioae notion about the increased 
yield to be expected from various uses of fertilizer. For 
example, a farmer may expect as a response, a corn-yield 
increase of 10, 17, 22, and 25 bushels of corn per acre from 
an application of 20, 40, 80, and 180 pound© of nitrogen per 
acre. This section includes a eutaiiary of the yield response 
farmers in the three soil area® (1, 2, and 8) expect from 
various quantities of nitrogen on, corn. These data should, 
provide some notion whether farmers, on the average, have 
sufficient knowledge of fertiliser response- If the expected 
response appears low relative to agronoiilo research and po®-
eibilitiea, fertiliser use might well be increased by further 
education on responses, fhe relationship between anticipated 
yield Increases and fertilizer application is termed the 
"anticipated yield response function" in the discussion below. 
Anticipated 0orn-lield Hesponse to Nitrogen 
fo measure farmer®', expected response functions by vary­
ing quantities of nitrogen applied to corn, a regression equa­
tion was derived relating farmers' subjective yield estimates 
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to the level or nitrogen use. fwo z'egrcssiori eqyatione 
(quadratic and logarlthalc) were initially employed. Since 
the quadratic equation provided aor© efficient estimates than 
the logarithmic function, it i?as used to develop the predic­
tions which will be diseusised later. In this function If « 
+ bgN^, I is the total expeotefl. response in corn yield 
{abo¥e a zero rate of fertlllaer application) and N is the 
amount of nitrogen in pounds, these data were obtaintd hy 
asking farmers to estimate the yield responses expected from 
applications of 20, 40, 80 and 120 pounds respectively of 
nitrogen per acre for corn grown first year after meadow and 
for corn grown second year after meadow. 
The anticipated reS}3onse functions showing the average 
relationship between pounds of nitrogen applied per acre in 
corn and farmers' anticipated corn-yield responses were com­
puted separately for each of two tenure groups (owner-operator 
and tenant-operator) in each of three soil areas (1, 2, and 
8). Corn-yield response functions were also computed sep­
arately for corn grown first and second year after meadow 
for each of the above tenure groups and soil areas. The esti­
mates of'the average anticipated corn-yield reiponse for 
various levels of nitrogen application presented in Table 12 
were derived from the yield-response equations presented in 
Table 11. 
The regression equations for the yield response of 
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fable 11. Subjective eora-yltld-respoas® functloaa 
by soil area, tesiire, and first- and 
seooad-jear corn, Io:w&, 1953 
tmr I » bii 4- bpN^ 
Soil Soil after J— 
area associations I'emr© atsdow bj bg 
1 Olarioa Owner • I Q .4?859  ^ -0.0022363 
Wtbster 2 0.55951 -0.0028466 
feaaat 1 0.49604 ~0.0021781 
2 0.57997 -0.0028396 
2 Carrington Own tr 1 0.57725 -0.0027259 
Clyde 2 0.53108 -0.0023873 
Tenaat 1 0.55019 -0.0023S35 
2 0.61651 -0.0027309 
8 Maraus Owner 1 0.48788 -0.0024799 
PriBigtaar 2 0.61830 -0.0026985 
Galva fen&nt 1 0.S3279 -0.0027388 
Sac 2 0.70960 -0.0039776 
1, 2, fiiree soil Owner 1 0.50187 -0.0024197 
and 8 areas 2 0.SS3O3 ,-0.0026749 
pooled fenant 1 0.5E566 -0.0023394 
2 0,61498 -0.0029572 
Goffibined 1 0.51388 -0.0023611 
2 0.59071 -0.0028196 
1 St 2 0.5S230 -0.0025903 
seco«a-y®ar corn art sigaifieaotly greater than for first-
year eora*"'^ fMs relatioBiliip is to be expected; i.®-, tb© 
nitrogen reaiily available to tlie corn crop imsieaiately fol-
*fii@ difftrenee is signifioant at the 0.01 level of 
probability. Tii@ statistics for this teat are given in Table 
28 of tiae ApptMlx. 
fable 12. Anticipated corn-yleM response estimated from subjective 
respoaaes for corn grown first and second je&r after me^ow, 
by soil araa and tenmre group, Iowa, 1953 
So.il area 1 Sail area £ Soil area .8 
Marcas 
Clarion ' C&rriEgton Primghar Average for the 
Hate of Webster. . glyde Galwa Sao 3. soil areas 
applleation Com- All 
Tiitrogen Owner fenaiit Owner Tenant Owner tenant Ov.ner Tenant biiigd farsers 
(pounds 
per acre) Yie.ld .responaes for co.rn mxtxm .first fear after s'iqMow Cbttshfla) 
20 8.6 9.0 10.5 10.1 8.8 9.0 9.1 9.6 9.3 10,..0 
40 1§.3 16.4 18.7 18.2 15.6 16.9 16.2 17.3 16.8 17.9 
80 23.S 20.7 .^7 g9.0 23.2 g.5.1 24.7 27.1 26.0 27..6 
1.20 24.6 28.2 30.0 32.1 £2.9 24.5 25.4 2S.4 27.7 29.0 
field .regportses for corn gi»wn s^ eond year after aeadow Ibaa.helg) 
20 10.1 10.S 9.7 11.2 11.3 12.6 10.2 11.1 10.7 
40 17.8 18.7 17.4 20.3 20.4 22.0 18.2 19.9 19.1 
• 80 26.5 28.g 27.E 31.8 32.2 31.3 27.9 30.3 29 ..E 
120 26.2 28.7 29.4 34.-7 3.5.3 S7.9 29.0 31.2 30.3 
6§ 
lowing meadow, is largely consumed, .aii.d thus, responses to 
nitrogen applied on seeond-year oom are invariably greater 
than on l'lrst-.y@ar oorn following a good meadow. The tenant-
operators* estimates of oorn-yieM response tended to be 
higher than owner-operators' estimates. The differences, 
however, were not significant at the 5-percent level of proh-
ability. 
Relationships between Anticipated Yield 
¥ariability and Related fariables • 
fhia seetion deals with th@ uncertainty of farmer's 
anticipated oom-yi©M respons# from nitrogen. Regression 
equations havt been derived separately for tenant- ana 
owner-operated farias. 
Ovrner-operatesi farma 
X * expected variano® of corn-yield response from 40 
pounds of nitrogen {neari sciuare error). A variance 
for each farmer was ©omputed from his- estimates of 
yiel€«response during the next ten years. 
• number of years of experience in using fertilizer. 
Xg a expenditure in dollar© per faria for fertilizer used 
in 1952. 
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3(3 « eorn-3?i€ld. response In bushels per acre a farmer 
expects froffi 40 pounds of iiltFogen* 
The gross correlation ceeffleients ere presented In Table 
27 of the Appendix- fh© logarlthmia function derived is:, 
(9) X « 7.2880 x|-5®38 
fh© levels of slgnlflcano® and ©-percent oonfldeno© intervals 
for the regression cotfflclenta in equation '(9) are presented 
In Tatole 13. 
The ooeffiolent of multiple correlation, M, i§ 0.268 
with 52 degrees of freedom and is slgnlfleajnt at the 10-
peroent level, if ftrtlllzar use experlenc# la Increased 
1.0 percent (holding the ©xpeeted i^leld respons© constant) 
th© antloipated variability of eorn-yleld response is 
fabl© 13. Levels of significance, values of t and 
5-perc#rit confIdena® intervals for the • 
partial regreislon coefficients In 
equation 
Partial 'S-peroent eonfldence 
regression Values interval® for the partial 
OQtfficlente of re^etslon eoefflolents . 
fariable h t ' Lower Upper 
-0.4464® 1.32 -1.1828 0.2300 
Xg 0.5538^ l.SO -0.1846 1.2922 
< 0.20 
%< O.IS 
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decreased toy 0.45 percent. Inereased fertilizer us© experi­
ence appears' to decrease the uncertainty of corn'yield ex­
pected from applications of nitrogen, fertilizer. If the ex­
pected yield response Is increased 1.0 percent (holding fer­
tiliser use experience constant) th® uncertainty of expected 
corn-yield response Is increased by 0..5S percent (lable 13). 
fenant-Q.pcrated I'erms 
X » expected variance of corn-yleM response from 40 
pounds of nitrogen (mean square error), k Tarlance 
for each famer was computed frooi his estimates of 
yield rtfiponse during the next ten years. 
Xi « nuBber of years experience In using fertilizer. 
% = expendit.ur® in dollars per farm for fertilizer used 
, in 1952. 
X3 « corn-yield respoas® in bushels per acre a farmer 
expects from 40 pounds of nitrogen. 
The gross correlation coefficients are presented in Table 
of the Appendix. The logarithmic equation derived is: 
(10) X = 12.0100 
'ae falue of t for the regression coefficient is 1.12 with 63 
degrees of freedom and is significant at the 30 percent level. 
The coeffielent of deteroiaation is only O.Og, so it really 
explains very little of the expected Vfeirianc© of corn-yield 
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i'eii3orie8. A change iE the expeeted eorri'^yleld response toy 
1.0 percent vrnm associated with s 0.25-p®TO@ttt change in th® 
variability of yield response ©quatloa. The tenant«s,expe­
rience with fertllisier did not seem, to to® related to expected 
varlsiie© of corn-yield response, fhis' lack of relationship 
say be ©xplalned by the raot that tenants mve mor© often, 
and thus ha?@ their experience «lth fertilizer ttse under a 
greater variety of conditions. Biis situation may cause 
difficultieg in eitimating anticipated yield on farms oper­
ated by tenants at the tiaie of study. 
fh© uncertainty oay b# further illuitrated by the esti-
laates of corn-yield response given by farmers. Some farsiers 
estimated a yi,@ld response of 10 bushels whether 20 or 120 
pounds of nitrogen per acre were applied. Although the a,ver-
age corn-nitrogen relation.ships appeared reasonable., some 
f.araers were considerably above the average, and sonse were 
considerably below- Many of the feraiert who estimated yield 
responses for 20 and 40-pound nitrogen applioatlons. per acre 
did not estiaiate yield response for higher level® of applica­
tion. Forty-two percent of 198 farmers did not estiaiate 
yield response for SO pounds or taor-e of nitrogen. • 
A smaller percentage did not estimate corn-yield re­
sponses for the 20 and 40-pound levels. 
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Derived DtmaM for Nitrogen 
A "derived dtmani geh@4ul®'< for nitrogen x\'m computed 
from the farmers* estimated oorn-yield-response function. 
I'his demand schedule reflects the levels of nitrogen use 
which would have been oost profitable on the ba.sis of (a) 
farmers' notions of the nitrogen-response function for corn, 
and (b) various prlo@-0©8t situationi various com­
binations of oorn-price and nltrogen-oosts). The demand 
schedul© is plotted as the upper eurve In Figure 2. An 
©xample of th© derivation of one point on the derived demand 
curve is illustrated in fable 14. 
Inputs or various levels of nitrogen are listed in 
Coluian 1. ikiticlpated oorn-yield responses eorresponding to 
the nitrogen levels are presented in Column 2. Ihese hsve 
been derived from the equation presented earlier of farmers' 
afiticipateu yield responses fro® nitrogen. They are simple 
averages of the first- and steoM-year response functions 
(disouased previously), the value of the total yield response 
in Column 2 is ahoim in Golu,!iin 3. The oost of nitrogen 
(shown in Golumn 1) is presented in Colufflti 4. The difference 
between the value of the total yield responae and the total 
cost is presented In Colusn 5. The largest difference, a net 
return of 123.88,, ie for $0 pounde of nitrogen. Hence, using 
simple methods of calculation, this quantity of nitrogen 
1 
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fable 14. Anticipated corn-yield response fro® nitrogen, cost m& returns 
from nitrogen used on land in corn, Iowa, 1953 
Pounds 
of 
nitrogen 
Anticipated 
corn.»yield 
response 
(bueiisls) 
Value of 
cojm from 
nitrogen® 
(dollars) 
Cost of 
nitrtjgen^ 
(dollars) 
Net return 
fro® use of 
nitrogea 
(dollars) 
Percent return 
on last dollar 
Invested in 
nitrogen 
C D  C2) (3) (4) (§) im 
20 10.0 13.00 3.00 10.00 237 • 
40 17.9 23.27 ;• 6.00 17.27 200 
m 23 • 8 30. t4 9.00 21.®? 107 
80® 2? .6 35.88 12.00 23.88 20 
100 29.3 38.09 15.00 23.09 - S6 
120 29.0 37.70 18.00 17.70 -160 
®il.30 per bushel of co^ m. 
%0.15 per pound of nitrogen. 
®Optimuii level of nitrogen use is 84 pounds. 
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would be most profitable with mm at |l.30 per bushel and 
nitrogen at 15 cents per pound. However, in the calculations 
underlying the deriired deaiand curve of Figure 2, more "exact" 
procedures were used (the'price ratio was equated to the 
derivative of the farmers' anticipated response function). 
this example above refers to a single point on the derived 
demand function. The saae procedure was used in computing 
other points on the curve. 
These types of data indicate the sBJount of nitrogen, as 
an average for first- and second-year corn, which would be 
most profitable under various corn/ftrtllizer price ratios, 
given (1) farmers' estlmatei of the response function, and 
(2) unlimited capital. A farmer, however, may not utilize 
fertilizer to this optimum level| even though he has the esti­
mates of yield response presented previously. The farmer may 
discount the returns because of uncertainty; he may have only 
a limited amount of capital and need to use funds elsewhere 
in the business where they return more. Here it is the return 
from fertilizer as CGH|jared to the return from other enter­
prises which determinea the amount-of capital which should 
be used for fertilizer. In other words, the farmer must 
arrive at some notion of the percentage return on his money 
invested in fertilizer, fhese results must be compared with 
similar figures for other investment opportunities. Column 
6 of fable 14 shows the nature of these figures, based on the 
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farmer^s response functions the first- and second-year 
average) presented earlier with corn at |l.30 per bushel and 
nitrogen at 1§ cents per pound, fheige figures would, differ 
for other price iituations. However, in this case, if the 
farmer could get a return of ISO percent on hog feed, he 
would not invest up to 60 pounds of nitrogen where the percent 
return -is only 107.* Further evidence of these "gaps'* which 
prevent equating marginal costs and returns for fertilizer 
is given by the subjective demand estimates, presented in 
the following section. 
Subjective Denand Function for lltrogen 
fhe "derived demand curve" was computed to Indicate the 
levels of nitrogen use which would have been moat profitable 
(a) if farmers tried to equate the marginal coats and laar-
ginal returns fro® using fertilizer, (b) their estimates of 
returns had been based on the average of their first- and 
second-year corn-response function, and (c) price ratios were 
at various levels. However, because of the capital and un­
certainty conditions outlined above, fa,rmers would not neces­
sarily use fertilizer at the indicated levels. 
"'•Thea© are merely examples and represent a simple weight­
ing of results from first- and second-year corn anticipated 
response functloni. The percent returns are coaputed on the 
basis of marginal products C|.«e.*, the derivatives) at "exactly" 
the total nitrogen Inputs of'^ Column 1. 
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This study proirMes a basis, for estimating how much 
nitrogen faraers would use per aere of oorn If price ratios 
were at different IbvbIb. fhe prlo© situations presented to 
the farmers are illustrated in Table 15. fhe amounts of 
ammonium nltratt and the price ratios eomputed from the price 
fable 1§. Price situations presented to farmers to 
estimate rate of nitrogen application 
4nteunt of 
Dealer •prlot for nitrogen Sorn price atamonium nitrate 
f/ton l/cwt. izS/lfe. I per Dushel Ibe./acr© 
85 4.25 12-2/3 2.00 
85 4.25 12-2/a 1.50 
85 4.25 12-2/3 1.00 
85 4.25 12-2/3 .75 
50 2.50 7-1/2 2.00 
50 2.50 7-1/2 1.50 
50 2.50 7-1/2 1.00 
50 2.50 7-1/2 .75 
100 5.00 15 .50 
40 2.00 6 2.00 
^Am&onXvm nitrate (33-0-0) is 185 per ton at present. 
situations were used to dtriv® a '•'subjective demand cur¥e« 
for nitrogen on corn. It differs from the "derived demand 
curve" (see last section) in this respect; the •'subjective 
demand curve" indicatss th® per acre level of fertilization 
farmers suggest they would actually us©, considering their 
?5 
oapltal, uneertainty arid knowledg© situatloris-; the "derived 
deiEsnd curve" suggests the level %ihleh would have been most 
profitable, considering only the response functloii and price 
ratio. The regresgioE equation for the subjective,demand 
function is presented below. Q refers to the quantity of 
ammonium nitrat® (33 percent nitrogen) and P refers to the 
price ratio.* 
Q <• 65.33 p-0'®6672 
The schedule of quantities derived from this equation for 
various prlct ratios is presented in the last column (over­
all schedule) of fable 16. Ihese values are presented as 
the lower curve (subjective demand curve) in Figure 2. The 
subjective demand sched^ules for each of three soil' areas 
(1, 2, arid 8) and by tenure group ioxmtr and renter) which, 
were derived fro® similar equations, are also presented in 
fable 16. 
<^Sh© prlc® ratio is the ratio of the price of nitrogen 
per pound to the price of corn per bushel multiplied by 100. 
For example, amiionium nitrate is 1/3 nitrogen, the price per 
pound of nitrogen is 10.06. .Dividing to.06 by #2.00, and 
.multiplying by 100» yields a price ratio of 3.0, which 1@ 
the first num'ber llited in the price ratio column of Table 
16. 
table 16. Subjective deaaiid schedules for nitrogen per acre (in ammonium 
nitrate equivalents) on corn for three soil areas and two 
tenure groups 
Pounds of amTOnluia nitrate (liitrogen content is 53^) 
Price of Price Soil area 1 Soil area 2 Soil srea 8 Overall 
aEiffionluai of Marcus Pooled for schedule 
nitrate corn Clarion Carrington Primghar -3 asso- o>7ner8 
I per I per Price Webster Clyde Salva Sac oiatlons and 
ton bu. ratio Owner Tenant Owner Tenant Owner tenant Owner Tenant tenants 
40 2.00 3.0 250 202 263 209 185 160 240 199 217 
iO E.OO ' 3.8 198 163 206 175 156 139 192 166 1?7 
50 1.50 5.0 152 126 155 143 128 118 148 133 140 
85 2.00 6.3 lEl 102 122 120 108 103 119 110 114 
50 1.00 7.5 102 87 102 106 95 92 101 96 98 
85 1.50 8.4 91 78 91 97 87 86 91 88 89 
50 .75 10.0 77 67 76 85 77 78 77 76 77 
85 1.00 12.7 61 54 59 71 64 68 61 63 62 
85 .75 16.9 46 42 44 58 52 57 47 50 49 
100 .50 30.0 26 24 24 36 34 41 27 32 30 
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BUMMl 
This study was oonoeroed ^<lth th@ factors which influ­
ence farmers' deelslons in the use of fertilizer. The central 
objective was to dtterfaiue these factors eM to estimate their 
importarice. Attention was givea primarily to economic factors 
although other factors affecting fertilizer use were recog­
nized. 
The data used in the inirestlgstioii were obtained by 
personal Interview fro.® a B&mple of 184 farmers in three soil 
areas in northern lows. Multiple regression, was used to esti­
mate the relationships between the variables included in the 
study. 
The amount of fertilizer used on owner-operated farms 
was related to the size of farm, capital investment and ex­
penditure for fertiliser the previous year. On the other 
hand, the amount of fertilizer used on tenant-operated farms 
was related not only to size of farm^ capital investment and 
fertiliser e;<penditure the prtvlous year, as in the case of 
owner-operators, but also to th® expected yield response from 
fertilizer. The marginal or additional increase in fertilizer 
Use for a given increase in anticipated corn-yi©ld response 
froKi fertiliser was greatest when capital Investment, size 
of farm, and use of fertilizer th@ previous year are greater. 
The marginal us© of fertilizer was lower for higher anticl-
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pated corn-yield respenses from fertiliztr applications. 
On owner-operated farms the variables, capital invest­
ment, equltj ratio and unoertalnty of anticipated corn-yield 
response '<yere positively related to the rate of nitrogen appli­
cation on corn vhlle equity ratio was related negatively. 
With reepect to tenant-operated farms, the rate of nitrogen 
use was also positively related to capital Investment and 
©xpeotea yield response from nitrogen, but was negatively 
related to the uncertainty of the- expeoted yield response. 
This latter relationsMp is one hypothesized a priori: nitro­
gen use per acre on corn increases with Increases in capital 
investfflent £uid ©xpected yield response fron nitrogen, end 
deereaies with increases in unctrtainty of expected yield 
response. Th© relationehlps suggest that the use of nitro­
gen can b© increased more, for a glv®n Inorsase in farmers' 
expected yield responses, by working with the farmers who 
have the greatest capital Investment and the least uncertainty 
of expeoted corn-yield respons®. 
fhe data analyzed yield no relationships between ferti­
lizer use and expected corn prices or other estimated para­
meters of the probability distributions of expected prices 
of corn. This finding appears to b© rather significant since 
it is inconsistent with the postulates of economic logic. 
Owner-operators with laor©. capital investment and a 
larger equity ratio considered themselves further from the 
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"optimum" use of fertilizer. Similarly, tenant-operators 
with more capital investment considered themselves further 
from the "optimuffi" use of ftrtlllztr- The tariable ferti-
lizer-use-experieaoe was negatively related to the "differ­
ence" between present fertili^sr use and the "optimum*' use 
on tenant-operated farms; no relfiitioashlp was obserired be­
tween these variable® in the oais of o¥nsr-operators. 
The proportion of an additional |1,000 an owner-operator 
would spend for fertiliser was poslti"?ely related to capital 
investment and negatively related to equity ratio. On the 
other hand, the proportion of an ^ditional |l,000 a tenant-
operator wouM uie for fertilizer was negatively related to 
fertili£er-use-experienc0, but also positively related to 
oapital Investment. Equity ratio was not related to an in­
crease in expenditure for fertilizer in the case of tenant-
operators, and fertlllzer-use-exp®rienee was unrelated to an 
increase in expenditure for fertilizer in the cese of owner-
operators . 
Farmers* estimated yield response© from Tarious levels 
of nitrogen were combined in regression equations by several 
groups; (1) corn grown first ©nd second year after raeadow, 
(2) owner-operators and tenant-operators, and (3) three soil 
areas. Estimates of yield response for corn grown the second 
year were significantly greater than for, corn grown the first 
year after meadow• Tenant-operators tended to estimate higher 
so 
corn-yield responses from nitrogen 8.ppli0Eti0ns than did 
owner-operators. The extent of fertilizer us® experience was 
negati'velj' rels.ted to owner-operators expected, variability of 
yield response, and positively related to gxpeetei yield re­
sponse- The tenant~op€ratorg' varisMlity of expected yielfi 
response was not found to be relatsd to the years of fer­
tilizer use experience. 
The amount of nitrogen which farmers estlnated they wouM 
use \ias inversely relatesl to the nitrogen/corn price ratio. 
This relationship, which night be called a "subjective demend 
curve", slopes downward to the right in th© conventional 
manner. 
Of the several variables oonsidered, capital Investment, 
equity ratio and expsets.tions of yield response appear t.o ba. 
more frequently associated with the decisions on ths aaiount of 
fertilizer used. Other variables found to be related ar® farm 
size, quantity of fertlllEer used the previous year, ferti­
lizer use experience and tenure status. It is partleularly 
surprising that price espfctatlons were not found to be re­
lated to fertilizer application In sose regressions while the 
"subjective demand eurve" showed a relationship between price 
and quantity. This inconsistency, along with the dubious 
nature of some of the functional relationships observed, sug* 
gests that prices, along with such variables as tenure statu® 
and uncertainty of yield r©.iponse, need to be further investi­
gated. 
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JIPPEHDIX 
fable 17. Gorrelation coefficients, tons of fertlllEer used, 
owner-operated farms, Iowa, 1953 
¥ariabl# Xa Xq Xg 1^0 
% -
X3 
H ' 
^5 -
Xq a 
Xq » 
% -
Xio-
¥ =« 
expected priee 
of corn .0060 
capital investment 
equity ratio 
price range 
0©rtainty ratio 
skewness 
expected yield response 
fertillEer usei in 1952 
acres in fara 
tons fertilizer per farm 
.0244 .2368 
.1213 -.0440 -.0609 
-.0604 -.0496 
.0314 
.0800 -.1451 
.2256 -.0245 
— -.1130 
.3806 -.0980 
-.1022 
— --.0112 
.3782 .6749 .3484 
.0932 -.2505 -.1708 
-.0927 
.0484 --.1148 ->0946 
.0150 .1540 .1090 
 ^-.0013 
.4081 .8S06 
.6316 
table 18. Correlation coefficleats, tons fertiliser used, 
tenant-operated farms, Iowa, 1953 
?ariabl@ Xg X3 X4 % ^6 Xg X9 %0 1 
X:L » expeeted pria© 
of corn -.1441 -.0776 -.0467 —.2233 -.1351 - .0539 -.1090 -.1125 -.1274 
Xg « capital investment -.0989 -.0106 .0170 -.0510 • 1101 .1047 • 2217 .E608 
Xg « equity ratio —.0246 -.0066 • 0266 -.2217 .0746 • 0222 -.0947 
X4 « price range .9834 .1220 .0940 -•.0187 -.1198 .0108 
x§ « eertaintj ratio .1478 .1118 -.0001 -.0933 .0278 
Xg =» skmnesB .0072 .1786 -.0820 -.0371 
Xq » expected, yield response .0009 .1214 ..2188 
% « fertilizer used in 1952 .0360 .3893 
Xio« acres in farm .3155 
X s tons fertilizer per farm 
S5 
Table 19. Mdltlonal tons of fertilizer 
tenaat-dperated farms, assoclattd with 
11,000 laertf.s© in capital Investment, 
Iowa., 19§3 
Existing 
capital 
investment 
Cdoliars) 
Mditlonal tons of fertilizer used per #1,000 
increase in capital investment t-iith other 
faetori at; 
Average for 
all farms 
'One-half the 
.avtrage for 
all farms 
§0> greater than 
th© average for 
all farms 
5,000 
7, §00 
11,168 
12,500 
16,000 
.121 
.086 
.061 
.065 
.04? 
.066 
.04? 
,033 
.030 
.026 
.174 
.123 
.088 
.080 
.068 
Table 20. Additional tons of fertilizer use per 
tenant-opersted far® associated with 
a one-aere increas© in si%e of fann, 
Iowa, 1953 
Additional tons fertilizer -ustd per acre 
inoreaie in farm siz® with other factors at: 
Size of O'ae-half the 50^  greater than' 
farm Average for average for the average for 
(acres) all farms all farms all farms 
100 .0199 .0144 .0241 
140 .0172 .0124 .0208 
174.7 .0164 .0113 .0189 
200 .0148 .0106 .0178 
2§0 .0134 .0097 .0162 
table 21. Correlation coefflcleats, pouMs of nitrogsn used per aore 
of cora, owner-operated farros, Iowa, 1953 
Xg X3 X4 Xg Xg X7 %Q y farlables 
1.1 a expected price of corn .0065 - .0239 
X2 » aapital investment .0075 
X3 « equity ratio 
X4 « price range 
Xg » certainty ratio 
Xg « skewness 
X.7 = expected yield iineertainty 
Xq » expected yield response 
Y as lbs. nitrogen per acre on corn 
1308 —.3335 -.5321 .1129 .1366 .0453 
0650 .0740 .1623 .0272 .1035 .-2739 
1479 -.1367 -.1452 -.3461 -.0051 -.2637 
.9767 .4580 .2830 .2591 -.0879 
.5564 .2518 .2136 .0863 
.1906 .1217 .0890 
.2500 .3657 
.0032 
labl® 22. Correlation eoeffielents, pounds of nitrogen used per .aor@ 
of eorn,. tenaat-operated fama, Iowa, 19S3, 
¥arlables Xg % X4 Xg Xg X.^ Xg X 
=s expected price of corn -.1495 -.1003 -.0178 -.8294 -.2008 -.0115 -.0819 -.1050 
% » capital iavestmeat -.1029 -.0147 -.0194 -.0799 -.-0226 .1026 .147S 
X3 « equity ratio -.0549 -.0195 -.0408 -..0453 --2712 -.0028 
X4 = price range, .9771 .1087 .1881 .204£ -.0988 
X5 35 eertalHty ratio .1483 .1849 . 2186 -.0654 
Xg * siewiess .0571 -.0476 -..0683 
X7 « expected yield uncertaintj .1319 -.2120 
Xg « expeeted yielft response -.1488 
1 = lbs. Gitrogen per acre on cora 
fable 23. Correlation coefficients, difference between estimated laost 
profitable expenditure for fertilizer and actual expenditure 
for fertilizer, owner-operated farms, Iowa, 1953 
¥arl8Mes Xg Xg , X4 X§ Xg I 
% ss fertilizer use experience .0880 .0994 -.0998 -.0749 .2777 .^0780^  
X2 capital investment .0508 .0920 .1039 .1746 .2065 
% ssst equity ratio .0314 -.0477 .0789 -.2161 
X4 3S prio® range .9745 -.0102 .0832 
certainty ratio - .0287 .0983 
X6 aaniire used per acre -..0133 
I =» "difference" 
Table 24. Correlatloio^ eoeffielents, difftrenee to®tw©en fanaers* estimates 
of fl3ost profitable fertiliser expeMitur© and actual expenditure®» 
tenant-operated farais, Iowa, 1953 
Variables X,g X3 % Xg X@ Y 
a fertilizer «se experience .2138. —• — — -.0358 -.2094 
Xg « capital iafestment .0944 — — .2724 ..1463 
X3 =• equity ratio — — -- -.0642 
X4 a priee raage — — ,-0156 
X§ » certainty ratio — .0199 
Xg a manure used per acre ..2253 
I ~ *dlfferenoe" 
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Table 25. Gorrelatlori coefflolents, psrcer.t of 
aMltloEal #1,000 available for farm 
touslnesi that owner-operator would 
spmdL for f@rtlllger, Iowa, 1953 
Variables X2 ^3 V 
Xx » f@rtlll2@r used current fear 
X2 « capital ln?@st®@nt 
X3 • capital Inifested in livestock 
Y a percent of additional |l,000 
operator would epmi& for fertilizer 
.4669 .6963 -3003 
.6706 .0286 
.1441 
fable E6. Correlation coefficients, percent of 
additional |l,000 atrallable for farm 
touslnesi that tenBnt-.operator i^ ould 
spend for fertilizer, lom, 1953 
?arlabl©s ^ Xe X3 X4 X 
tst fertilizer used current j@ar .2799 .0635 -.0202 .2469 
^2 capital Investment .7568 .0159 .4096 
X3 :3?t oapltal invtsted 1ft liv@stoo& -.0233 .2189 
X4 expected yield response .1026 
X iS percent of adclltlorml t>l,000 
operator would spend for fertilizer 
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Table 27. Correlation coefficients, expected 
variability of com-yieM res pons®, 
owner-operated faras and tenant-
operatfd faros, Iowa, 1953 
farlable Xg X3 Y 
Oyjatr^operated faras 
Xi « ftrtillzer us® experience .6917 -.0142 -.1787 
X2 * fertilizer used previoiis y§ar .1377 -.0329-
X3 « expectfd. yield reipone© .2023 
I •« expected variance of, eora-yleld responi© 
fetiant-og.erat.ed farms 
Xx » fertilizer use ©xperience . .4204 -.0036 .0189 
Xg » fertilizer used previous year -.0068 -.06&3 
X3 « expected yield reeponst .1398 
I » expected varlanct of corn-yield response 
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fabl© 28. F test for dlffertnae 'ijetwesn expeotefl 
yield Ftspons® functions for corn grown 
first arid second year after meadow 
Source 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
Sums of 
g.quares 
Mean 
square 
To tal 920 643,371 
Reduction due to pooled 
regression £ 439,825 
Reduotloo du@ to 
indi¥ldu&l regressioa.s 4 441,1.73 
Deviations from pooled 
regresiions 918 103,848 
Deviations from lndi¥ldual 
regressions 916 102,198 111.6 
Differeoc© between poolssfi 
and individual 2 1,348 674.0® 
^P< 0.01 
fable 29.. dtometrie ^ aiis and staafiard dt^ iations, tone of fertilizer 
us#d, owner-operated farms, Iowa, 19§3 
?arlable 
Q-eometrie 
meBM 
iiOgarithm of 
geometric mean 
Standard ag-rlatioR 
of logarithm of 
geometris 
% txptcted prloe-of com #1.23 2.08850 .06722 
X2 35 capital io,?estttent 147,950 4.68077 .33S17 
X3 « equity 88^ " 1.94654 .09851 
X4 sar price range 1.40 1.00174 .30710 
^5 certainty ratio .33 1.51985 .31252 
Xg skewnes s .55 1.73988 .90599 
% expected yield respons® 10 bu. 1.01095 .268-23 
X9 ts. fertilizer used in 1952 1174 2.23948 .90692 
XlO » acres in fara 175 2.24863 .31052 
X s tons fertilizer per farm 5.0 .69672 .35873 
Table 30. S-eometrie means and standard deTiatlons, tons of fertilizer 
used, tenant-operated fanas, Iowa, 1953 
¥ariatole 
Geoaetric 
mean 
Logaritlim of 
geometric mean 
Standard deflation 
of logarithm of 
geometric mean 
ss expeoted price of corn 11.22 E.08482 .06618 
ss capital im'-estaent |11,1?0 4.04797 .32759 
.^ 3 st equity 1.96S12 .04M0 
X4 price range i.40 1.60407 .36376 
Xg 
-
eertainty ratio .33 1.S8189 .36344 
Xg si slewness »4;9 1.68693 .83197 
% expected yield response 17 btt. 1.24887 .28432 
% fertilizer used in 1952 |?5 1.872S8 1.09247 
*^10 m mr&s in faria 17S g.24231 .16411 
X tons fertiliser per,farm 4.7 .67437 .33683 
f&tele 31 •. G-eometrie means and stsndard deviations,, pounag of nltrogea 
used per acr® of eoru, owaer-operated farms, lowa^  1953 
Standard deflation 
Geoaetrls Logaritii® of of logarithm of 
farlafcle aieaia gesmetrle mean geometric mean 
% m expected price of corn 11.23 2.0911? .06527 
XE capital invtstaeat 143,960 4.64306 .39240 
X3 as equity 84^  1.9261i .11231 
X4 SE price range |.40 1.59?62 .30390 
Xg ss oertsinty ratio .32 1.50§65 .29820 
Xe 3S sktwness . 53 1.72402 .93096 
3S expected yield um^rtulnty 21.8 1.33992 .49664 
% ss expecttcl yield response 18.8 btt. 1.2?402 .17018 
I St lbs. altrogea per 
aere oa cora 12.6 1.10061 . .40653 
fable 32. Geametrls means and standard deviations, pounds of nitrogen 
used per acre of corn, tenant-operated farms, Iowa, 1953 
StandRFd dcTlatlori 
CJeometriG Logarltha of ^ of logarithm of 
Variable mean geoffletrio mean geometric mean 
% at expected priee of corn 11.21 2.08444 .06936 
*2 3 0 api t al in V e s t men % 111,450 4.059E7 .35278 
3S equity 9a^ 1.96798 .04481 
X4 » pri0@ raage |.42 1.61690 .31831 
Xg St certainty ratio .34 1.53304 .S2S98 
% 38 skewness »50 l.?0158 .£ 542 
3S expected yield uao-ertalnty 23.0 1.36234 .53518 
% SS expeated yield response 17.8 hu. 1.24886 .30116 
X SSS TDS. aitrogen per 
mre on corn 10.. 6 1.02347 .46584 
fable 33-. Q-eometric means and standard d«¥latlons, dlffarence "between 
estimated most pi^ fltable expenditure for fertilizer and 
actual expenditure for fertilizer, owner-operated farms, 
Iowa, 1953 
Standard deviation 
Seoraetris Logarltim of of logarithm of 
Variable mean geometric mean geoaietrio Bcao 
fertilizer use esperieac# 3.1 .50014 ••19562 
% tit capital iOTestment #43,800 4.64148 .32114 
X3 s equity 900 1.95S26 .07944 
X4 priee range |.40 1.89708 .27996 
% as certaiflty ratio .33 1.S0867 .28718 
% 3S njaaare used per aere .8 loads .89715 .64469 
X "difference** SlOl 2.00365 .94108 
Table 34. Qeometrlc means and etandara deviations, difference between 
farmers' estimates of most profitable fertilizer expenditure 
ana. actual expeoditures for fertilizer, tenant-operated 
farms, Iowa, 1953 
farlatole 
(Jeometric 
mem 
Logarithffl of 
geoiietrie mean 
Standard deviation 
of logarithm of 
geometrio mean 
Xi » fertilizer use ©xperiense E.8 0.44918 .19238 
Xg » capital itivestnerit 110,810 4.03362 .52251 
% » etuitJ 89^  1.94900 .14292 
X4 * pric® range |.38 1.57S16 .38348 
x§ » otrtainty ratio ,31 1 •4S9'«i6 .38016 
Xg - ffisfiure usefi per acre .9 loads 0.95914 .47597 
1 » "difference" |163 2.21257 .75364 
table 35. ^oaetrlc means aM standard davlatlons, pereent of additional |l,000 afailaWe for far® business that owner-operator wotiM 
speM for fertiliser, lowa^  1953 
Variable 
Gaome trie 
mean. 
Logarithm of 
geometric laeaii 
Standard deviatiori 
of logarithffl of 
geometrio mean 
Xi . fertiliser us«d 
current year |5S1 g.74137 .38387 
% «  eapital im'estaent 56,?00 4.75356 .32302 
% * capital invested in livestock 16,467 3.81076 ,40310 
I a perceat of adfiitionsl |1,.000 operator woald 
spend for fertilizer 45,^  1»68429 .28669 
fable 36. Geoioetrlc means and standard deviations, percent of additional |i,000 available for farm totaglness that tenant-operator would 
spend for fertiliser, Iowa, 1953 
farlable 
§@oiaetrlo 
me&n 
Logarithm of 
geometrlo mean 
Standard deviation 
of logarithm of 
geometric laean 
fertilizer used 
eurrent year $mi 2.58137 .38786 
% - eapital lovesticent 110,800 4.03338 .40298 
% = capital iQ¥est@d 
in livestock |3,886 3.58947 .43017 
X4 • « ejcpeeted yield response 21.6 ba,. 1.3335B .16460 
I = percmit of additional |1,000 operator would 
speM for fertilizer 32$ 1.60819 .23583 
fabls 37' (Jeometrlc means and standard deTlatlons, expected variability 
of eorn-yleld respoos®, owner-operated farms,- Iowa, 1953 
Variable 
Geoae trls 
mean 
Logaritiim of 
geometrlo mean . 
Standard deviation 
of logarithm of 
geonetric laaan 
Xi « fertilizer use experience 3.4 .52781 .19104 
X2 ftrtilizer ased 
previous jear II88 2.88367 .90321 
X3 « expacted yisld respooie 18.0 t3«. 1.26408 .l?5Sg 
I =s expeated ^arianc# of 
corii-field response 21.0 1.38151 .4S6S0 
fable 38. Geometric means and standard teviatioas, expected -variability 
of com-jleld response, tenant-operated farms, loi^ a, 1953 
fariable 
Geometric 
oean 
Logarltliffi of 
geoaetrlG aean 
Standard deviation 
of logarithm of 
geometric mean 
Xi - fertiliaer wse expertenee 2.9 ,.4 §870 .18493 
X2 « fertilizer used 
prefious year 198 1.99263 1.00432 
X3. * expected yield response 1?.S tou. 1.24455 .28515 
X « e:i^ ected variance of 
corn-yield response 24.6 1.390?0 .51040 
